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STATE OF IDAHO 
JENNIFER EASTMAN, a single woman, 
Plaintiff-Appellant. 
V. 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 
an Idaho coporation, 
Defendant-Respondent, 
Appealed from the District Court of the First Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai. 
AARON A. CRARY 
9417 E. Trent Ave. 
Spokane, WA 99206 
Attorney for Appellants 
TRUDY HANSON FOUSER 
PO Box 2387 
Boise, ID 86701 
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ROBERT CRARY 
AARON A. CRARY (ISB#8517) 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO, & CHUANG P.S. 
941 7 E. Trent A venue 
Spokane, VIA 99206 
Tele: (509) 926-4900 
Fax: (509) 924-7771 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 


















Case No: CV 16-4603 
AFFIDAVIT OF AARON 
A. CRARY IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, AARON A. CRARY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify in the above-
referenced matter. 
2. I am the attorney for the plaintiff Jennifer Eastman and duly licensed 
to practice law in the State of Idaho. 
3. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of 
Full Release of AH Claims and Demands from Progressive Insurance Company 
and a Declaration Page. 
AFFIDAVIT OF AARON A. CRARY IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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4. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit Bare true and correct copies of 
Settlement Agreement with Spokane Transit Authority. 
5. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit C are true and correct copies of 
email dated January 22, 2016. 
6. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit D are true and correct copies of 
a letter to Farmers Insurance Company dated February 10, 2016. 
7. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit E are true and correct copies of 
a Settlement Demand/Proof of Loss to Farmers Insurance Company dated April 
15, 2016. 
8. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit Fare true and correct copies of 
Ms. Eastman's insurance policy No. 19515-03-78 with Farmers Insurance 
Company. 
DATED this ___ day of September, 2016. 
CO & CHUANG, P.S. 
Attorney for Pl ffs 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to me this z._71'.- day of September, 2016. 
195 of 378 
I ~eo1terr1t,er 2016, I a 
true and f'f\M .. "'f''' 
person(s) as follows: 
Ms. Trudy Fouser 
Ms. Julianne S. Hall 
121 9th Street, Suite 600 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax: (208) 336-9177 
Email: ~c1c~,~~.~-~t::>t,.~~~~:'..~~·-~;,,;,-'-::c:::, .. :.:= 
the following 
--U.S. Mail Facsimile --
Courier Service --
----,- Overnight Mail 
Email ~-
AFFIDAVIT OF AARON A. CRARY IN SUPPORT OF 
JennMQlt~F.G&~nJUDGMiNiT4zt!la9 196 of 378 
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FULL RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS AND DI::MANDS 
Claim Number: 14-4H3123 
to appear on this form: 
or information to an insurance company for the purpose 
and denial of insurance benefits. 
m>t.1u,au, for and in consideration of the sum Thousand doUars and 00/100 
do onmy of 
successors, and any and ail other persons, 
and forever Donald Sab:man and Salzman of and from any 
causes of costs, property loss of wages, expenses, hospital medical 
expenses, accrned or unaccrued claims for loss of consortium, loss of support or ""'·""'"v,u, 
comi:)anL101nstup on account of or in any way out any and an known and unknown ne,rs:r,rrn 
from an automobile accident which occurred on or about March at or near 
and payment, it is warranted and 





all unknown and loss of services and consortium and from said uv,.,~,.,,., 
or event, as well as those now disclosed. This includes any and aH unknown out of any 
It further includes any which are unknown at the present time and are unn:lated to any known 
and the payment of the consideration for this release 
shall not be deemed or construed as an admission of on the part and all of the releases herein but on 
the contrary, any such is denied. 
That the upon the and of the nature, extent, effect and 
and therefore and this release is made without rel.iance upon any statement or of 
released or their rq)rese1:1tat1v 
action of the 
has the terms and nature of the release and warrants the release contains the 
inducement or agreement not contained herein has been made. 
understands and agrees this constitutes a release claims for unknown 
has read this release and understands it. 
Date 
1000 BI Full & Final (2009) 
1 
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(A) Production - I May 08, 2015, 9:48:56 
'CMSD0627 
OPID: 
p A CM AN MAY 08 15 - 11 :48 
INSD: M 
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~~F DT: SEP 23 13 DT: 













POL COVERAGE : ?OHG 
POL: 21349233 -13 
CLM: 4113123 A MCMURRAY 
23 14 CO: 16 * ST* ID 
MODEL: TUNDRA 4101S131527 
LIMITS / COMMENTS 
$50,000 EACH PERSON-$100,000 EACH ACCIDENT 
$50,000 EACH PERSON-$100,000 EACH ACCIDENT 
$50,000 EACH PERSON-$100,000 EACH ACCIDENT 
$50,000 EACH ACCIDENT NO DEDUCTIBLE 
$10,000 PER PERSON 
DC912747 ONLY 
COMMAND: ATCHMT FlO=CLMPOLI Fll=PRODSEL F13=CLMSUM 
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Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
Clark & Domanico, PS 
Docket No. 44889 
6607 N. Ash, Suite 200 
Spokane,vVA99208 
509 I 465-4492 • Fax 509 I 465-4509 
201 of 378 
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Page 1 of2 
Rob Crary 
To: Mark E Stevens 
Subject: RE: Farmers UIM claim - Claim #3002656522-1-1 
Attachments: Kassa Letter.pdf 
much have all the records. We are settling for the amounts stated in the 
out the claim the and I can't see any reason 
so I think we are to go. 
Jennifer is back to work full time as a nurse and appears to 
the deficit. 
Robert B. Crary 
Crary, Clark & Domanico P.S. 
Attorneys at Law 
9417 E. Trent 
Spokane, 99206 
Ph: (509) 926-4900 
Fax: (509) 924-7771 
rcrary@ccdlaw.com 
from: Mark E Stevens [mailto:mark.stevens@farmersinsurance.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 2:5, 2016 8:50 AM 
To: Rob Crary 
Cc: ClaimsDocuments 
Subject: Re: Farmers UIM claim - Claim #3002656522-1-1 
Thanks for the heads up. Got your voice mail as well. 
but she still has some 
I look forward to receiving any additional meds that we don't have. Also, I don't believe that you attached the 
letter or my email system didn't register it? 
Regardless, I'm sure you'll provide everything in your demand brochure. Thanks again. 
Mark E. Stevens, GCA, AIC 
Special Claims Rep. 
406-370-2537 (w) 
mark.stevens@farmersinsurance.com 
Document Center: claimsdocuments@farmersinsurance.com 
Fax: 1-877-217-1389 
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Page 2 of2 
From: "Rob Crary" <rcrary@cccliaw.com> 
To: <mark.stevens@farmersinsurance.com>, 
Cc: '"Jennifer Eastman"' <jeneastmanm@gmail.com> 
Date: 01/22/2016 02:48 PM 
Subject: Farmers UIM claim - Claim #3002656522-1-1 
Dear Mr. Stevens, 
Pursuant to my recent phone call to your office please be advised that we have settled the of UIM claim of 
the STA policy in the above-mentioned. Please accept this email as notice to your company that we intend to 
settle the claim with the UIM portion of the STA policy. I don't believe that the opportunity to buy out this claim 
presents itself given the fact that you've already waived purchasing the underlying claim on the third-party 
tortfeasor. At this time we are prepared to enter into negotiations regarding the UIM coverage of the farmers 
policy. I have attached a letter indicating the breakdown of the coverage. Please be advised that this distribution 
exhausts all STA policy coverage. 
I look forward to speaking you regarding this matter. 
Sincerely yours, 
Robert B.Crary 
Crary, Clark & Domanico P.S. 
Attorneys at Law 
9417 E. Trent 
Spokane, WA 99206 
Ph: (509) 926-4900 
Fax: (509) 924-7771 
rcrary@ccdlaw.com 
***** PLEASE NOTE ***** This E-Mail/telefax message and any documents accompanying this 
transmission may contain privileged and/or confidential information and is intended solely for the 
addressee(s) named above. If you are not the intended addressee/recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any use of, disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance on the contents of this E-Mail/telefax 
information is strictly prohibited and may result in legal action against you. Please reply to the sender 
advising of the error in transmission and immediately delete/destroy the message and any accompanying 
documents. Thank you.***** 
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Email: u,um><uv1.urncuL:>~Butun:,m,urn.u1.1:.cum 
National Document Center 
INSURANCE 
February 10, 20 











Your Client: Jennifer 
Dear Mr. 
P.O. Box 268994 
Oklahoma OK 73126-8994 
Phone: (406) 370-2537 
fa'I:: (877) 217-1389 
Motorist) 
This correspondence confirms our receipt of the above referenced claim and acknowledges 
your our Eastman. We our 
UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage investigation and can assure you we have given this matter 
With this we are advising you UNDERinsured Motorist 
is not afforded the injuries/damages sustained by Jennifer Eastman arising from 
2014 accident. 
It is our understanding Jennifer Eastman was injured in an accident while a passenger in a 
2009 Chevrolet Van by Washington State Transit Insurance Pool. It is further our 
Washington State Transit Pool policy provides U nderiosured 
subject to a it is our understanding the 
paid Jennifer Eastman available policy 
The above referenced policy, issued to Jennifer Eastman by Farmers Insurance Company of 
Idaho, is a Your E-Z Reader Car Policy Idaho, 1st Edition, providing UNDERinsured 
Motorist Coverage of $500,000 occurrence. The UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage is 
coverage 
will not apply in this LUvC~ •• ~~ 
we have determined through our 
Motorist Coverage provided by Jennifer Eastman's policy 
reasons set forth below. 




endorsement is listed 
it is U<'.,L'-\.'U 
to Part II of your policy. 
We will pay sums which an insured person is legally entitled to recover as 
uau""'""'""' from the owner or operator of an UNDER.insured motor vehicle 
because insured ""A'"'""·.., 
***** 
The following Insurance language which is relevant to our 
coverage determination: 
***** 
3. a than your insured car or your 
the owner of that vehide has no other insurance 
***** 
Motorist is not afforded daimcd by 
is not afforded as the 2009 Chevrolet Van in which 
Motorist Coverage with the W ashingcon 
State Transit Insurance Pool as a result, the above referenced policy language (Other 
Insurance #3) applies. Accordingly, UNDERinsured Motorist Coverage is not by 
this and is hereby '--"J·'-'"'" 
Insurance) has been by Idaho 
been found to be unambiguous (Pttrdy vs. Famers Insttrance Company 
184). 
Our right to disdaim coverage is not limited to the reasons set out above, but shaU include 
any additional grounds non-coverage, or policy breach, which may later be revealed. 
Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho reserves the right to supplement, modify and/or amend 
this letter as new are learned or are made. Farmers Insurance Company of 
Idaho does not waive any coverage defenses available; either under the policy or the law; by 
failing to set this out this letter. 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 208 of 378 
Insurance 
or policy exclusions 
of Idaho reserves 
be the 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF 
C: Agent- Kimberling-Gilder 7 5-67-315 
to assert any policy coverage defenses 
letter, or are aware of facts 
this claim, please contact Claims 
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ROBERT 8. CRARY* 
JOHN R. CLARK 
JAMES A. DOMANICO** 
DEAN T. CHUANG 
UCENSEDIN 
IDAHO & WASHINGTON* 






9417 East Trent Avenue 
"~"''"n"'"99206-4282 
(509) 926-4900 
FAX (509) 924-7771 
www.ccdlaw.com 
<u,;,,.UVI.LI records, medical expenses, collision information 
claim. The following is a brief summary 
the procedural process. We understand that 
is denying coverage for this claim based on policy provisions 






As a result of 
right 
old staff registered nurse employed by Providence Sacred 
She is a single mother Kayden 
Providence provides a Van pool transportation 
March 1 1 while 
by a driven by Sydney Salzman. A total 
van were as a result of this collision. Ms. Eastman is 
led to a subsequent surgery and medical care that w.e;resulted in 
was in good health. 
collision and her insurance carrier paid policy 
had a policy of $50,000/$ l 00,000.00 insurance coverage. 
was directly to Ms. ,._,.,.,,.,.u= 
.....,"'"UAn.u, was a passenger (Spokane Transit 
coverage of $60,000.00 total. The total $60,000.00 was 
with Ms. Eastman receiving majority those 
Insurance Company 
for damages suffered by 
been previously recovered. 
aUIM 
Eastman for 
• ._.~.·~·A Ms. Eastman suffered a Venous thrombosis of her 
course of her surgery she suffered a stroke and 
u ... .,,.u,., ... , ireaomeiru and suffered certain cognitive loss as a result ofthe 
injury and subsequent surgery. 












l 1 14 
1 14 
1 l 15 
12/02/20 12/11/2014 
l 9/2014 

















Ms. Eastman missed 224 hours of work due to her iajuries. She was making $37.19 per hour. 
r calculated her $8,330.56. 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 213 of 378 
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4 
The evaluation of this case must not only c9nsider the medical expenses and other expenses. 
This must consider the loss enjoyment of life Ms. Eastman sustained as a 
into are 
amounts previously paid 
If you need, please contact our '"' ..... A ....... 
Yours very 
& 
Attorney at Law 
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UNDERWRITTEN BY FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY Of IDAHO 
· A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY 
23175 NW Bennett St. ~illsbom, OR 97124 
NAMED INSURED: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
POST FAUS ID 838771 903 
YOUR AGENT: 
KELLY M KIMBERLING 
Phone: (208} 687-5525 
Emo II: kkimberling@formersagent.mm 
YOUR HOUSEHOLD DRIVERS 
YOUR VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS 
J~ein~'ot\'A~M~Hl!ili~~pany 
56-5792 1SHOITION 2-13 C5792lll 
Docket No. 44889 
{umlinued on the reverse side) 




Effective: 12 : 0 O Noon on O 1 - .2 7 - 2 o 14 
Expiration: 12: 00 Noon on 07-27-2014 
12-06-2013 
YOUR DEDUCTIBLES AND LIMITS BY VEHICLE 
ENDORSEMENTS· THESE ARE MODIFICATIONS TO YOUR COVERAGE 
OTHER INFORMATION 
Pl.EASE CONTACT YOUR FARMERSAGENT FOR A FREE FARMERS FRIENDLY RFlll:WTO ENSUREIHATYOUR FAMILY IS PROPERLY PROTECTED AND THATVOU ARE RECEIVING 
(«AGE POUOES AVAIIABIL 
SEE IT All ONIJNE. OR CONTACT YOUR FARMERS AGOO AND 'GO PAPERLESS' WITH ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DEUVERY IO YOUR E-MAILADDRESS. 
VEHICLE 1 - COVERAGE FOR J6279 IS KS 
VEHJCLE l - COVERAGE FOR J6485 IS Ul 1 
VEHIClE l - DED. REDUCED TO Sl 00 FOR GLASS LOSS 
The ·rees" slaled in the "Premium/fees" box in the fronl app~ on II per-poticy, nof an mcount basis. The following oddttionol fees 11lso opp~: 
A. lnsf11llment Strvict Charge per Installment (In consideralion of our ogreemenl lo allow you lo pay 111 installments): 
• For Monthly Recurring Electronic Funck Transfer (EFT} and fully enrolled onhne bilhng (paperless): S 0.00 per account 
-For other Monih~ m plons: S 2.00 per account 
-For all other paymenl plans: S 5.00 per account 
If lhls account Is for more than one potu:y, changes In these fees ore not effective untli lbe revlsad fee lnformmlon t provided for encb pollcy. 
B. Lite pornccounl 
C. P1ymmt Ch11r9e: $20.00 per ch&dc, electronic transaction, or olher remHlonce which is not honored hy your finonciol lnstilutlon for ony reason including 
hut not limtted to lllSufftcielll funds or II closed mcount 
D. Relnst11temem Fee: $25.00 per policy 
Ooo or more of lhe fees or ch11rges described IIOOVe may be deemed o part of premium under oppllcohle stale law. 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
56-5792 ISTEDITION 2-13 C5792112 
notice< 
\:Ce collect and maintain 





state law is more 
state law 
or you and 
about y0c the of your household 
such as your :;ocial assets, 
such as your 
:mch as motor 
we receive from you, medical prnfossionals 
your health. 
our customers are our most valued assets. 
\'X/c do not disclose any 
descr'ibed in this notice. 
lt1tiu•mntirm we ms;tlO!,e 
\'i/c may disclose the 
about you to those 
about you, as our customer or former customer, except as 
"·'·"""" information ,ve collect about you, as described to 
our behalf or to othe1· institutions with which ,ve bave 
lmv. 
sponsors restrict the information that can be shared about their employees or 
them If you have a with Farmers or one 
benefit we will 
,.,,.,,.,,..,,"° your transaction with us, for instance, to 
,vith your \Vntten and 
cncompa:,;scs various affiliates that offer a 
., .... ~ ... ,., infoi'mation enables our affiliates to you a more and services. 
Jetttfi~riElastman vs Farmers Insurance Company (C~et~t;Jf14'~,'{~ej 218 of 
• such as insurnnce 
such as 
by law to share with our affiliates 
we may share ,vith qur 
privacy such as the one 
website use. Please pay careful attention to those 
Internet 
our website at fa1.mers,com. 
Fire 1nsurance 
as 
Fam1ers Insurance Company of Farmers 1nsumnce 
Fam1exs :\"ew Insurance Company, Farmers 
Farmers Services Farmers Texas 
our 
undenvriters 
from you such as consumer 
of your information with our you do not to 
on the fom:i and mail to the retum 
time after we recei'n:: the form. 
~"'"~, .. ,,., .... on 
of 
to 
of this notice. You may receive more than one copy 
also may receive notices from other than 
\Vith respect to those affiliate~' privacy 
visit 
··"'-·"""l"-'c., \fid-Century Insurance Company, Farmers 
..:-.,.1:.i:,.1rn1- Farmers Insurance of l<laho, 
Pam)ers insurance of Cclumbus, Inc.; 
· Parn1ers Reinrnr:ince Ccmpany, Parmers Services Insurance 
.'.'viutua:l Insurance Farmers Underwriters 
Fa11ncrs Value Inc.; F,nmcrs LLC & SIPC*y; FFS 
Farmers Insurance 
Service 
'I 'ruck Unden.vriters 
""'"'"' .. , and 1':cighhorhood 
Company, FIG Leasing 
Insurance Company of 
Farmers Insurance 
Civic Property ,md 
and Company. 
"'l'h<: above is J Est of tbe affiliates on whose behalf this pri,;acy neotice is being pro,idcd. It is not a comprehensive list c,f all affiliates of the FRnners Insurance 
GroLJ,P of C0rnpa1iie:s., 
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FA!UU:RS 
in 
2005 TOYOTA RAV4 40 4WlJ 
name: KELLY M KBHlERLHG 
OFFICE l5SUIHG Tl!!HARO: 23175 NW fl c nrrc t t St. 
25-6420 8-12 in 11f 






I DAiIO , an authorii:ed lda:ho 
certifies that it has issued a of motor vehicle li~bili tv 
Section 49-1 ld.mJo the described motor· 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
Phone 110: (208) 687-5525 
!Ii l ls born, OR 97124 
Read reverse side carefully. /164203] 1 
Docket No. 44889 220 of 
1. 
2, 
Please e.ontact us at: 
For 
Pua 
3, Notifl' the police. Mru1y 
to hnndlc your 
if needed, 
set Hares, if available, night, 
-t of ,:itncsscs, "kmg with other infonnntion Iikc driver's license and phnnc numbers, 
information ,rnd vehicle dC'scr,ptions, 
later responsible for the accident, 
Q, Report the accident proper authorities, Lach sl:<k requirements for such reports. :<novr and comply with your 
srntets law. 
7. CONTACT HELl!POlNT CLAIM SERVICES 1MMED!A'l'k:LY! CALL US 24-HOURS A DAY AT 
HELl'l,OlNT (R00-435-7764), FORASS1BTANCE PARA ESPA.t'iOL, LLAME AL(877} RECLA.MO, 
Visit lc.u:u more imout your drum sdf-sc ,vier lt's <jllick, convenient and nlw~ys open! See policyfor 
act,ml cn,·cr-agc language, 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
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KELLY KIMBERLING 
PO BOX 1252 
RATHDRUM ID 83858 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
POST FALLS ID 838771903 





Farmers Insurance Group of Companie/ 
4680 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 9001 O 
Dear Customer, 
The member Companies and Exchanges of the Farmers Insurance Group of 
Companies take this opportunity to say "Thank You" for your recent business. 
Your needs for insurance protection are very important to us. We are committed to 
providing you with the best customer service at the lowest cost possible. 
If you haven't already done so, please take a moment to review your policy to 
assure you understand the coverages. This is a very important document that 
you'll want to keep in a safe place. 
If you have any questions regarding your policy or if you would like information 
about other coverages, feel free to contact us. 
Again, thank you for choosing us for your insurance protection. We look forward to 
serving you. 
Sincerely, 
KELLY M KIMBERLING 
{208) 687-5525 
http://www.farmersinsurance.com 
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FARMERS 
m 
ID 83877·! 903 
with Section 
insurance in an amount not less than that 






I DA!!O , an autl10riY-ed Tdaho 
certifies that it ha$ issued a of motor ,chick 
Section 49-117,Id.m,o the described rnoto1· 
RegisJered Oimer: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
nnme:KELLY M rJMllERLUiG Phone no: (208) 687-5525 
OHl(EISSU1N61lllHARD: 23175 NW Bennett St. Iii l ls boro, OR 97124 I I 
25-6420 J0-10 Keep this certificate in your vehicle 11t all times. Read reverse side c11refully. KEEP WITH VEHICLE A642021l 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 225 of 378 
to case 
1. and check for m1unes. Call an .uu,.,.,,...,,._,,, 
2. Warn other drivers to prevent further at 
3. the 
4. Gather the facts. Be sure to get the names of as well as other information. 
driver's license insurance information and description of the other vehicle) 
5. Be careful what you say. Don't admit may show you were not 
6. to proper authorities. Each state has its own for such reports. :K:now the law for 
your state and comply. 
7. CONTACT IMMEDIATELY! FOR 24-HOUR CLAIMS CALL 
US TOLL FREE AT 1-800-HELPPOINT (1-800-435-7764) FORASSISTA.NCE. PARA 
LL.AME AL 1-877-RECLAMO (1-877-732-5266). 
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FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY 
NEW BUSINESS 
Lhe renewal each time the '-'"'"uf-1,"'•Y 
ru advance of the res,oecU'\'e 
address: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 
POST FALLS ID 838771903 
Issuing office: 
23175 NW Bennett St. 
Hillsboro OR 97124 
Description of vehicles 
Yem Make 
may be re:uewed for an additional term, as 
renewal :rud the :insured pays said nre1:nmm 










12: 00 NOON Standard Time 
Account number: D541556514 
Agent KELLY M KIMBERLING 
Agentno: 75 67 315 (208) 687-5525 
Model Vehide !dentification Number 
1 2005 TOYOTA RAV4 4D 4WD JTEHD20V550070756 
COVERAGES PREMIUMS 
(overagtl limits/l>educiible Vehicle l 
liability foci, Person E(l(h Occurrence 
Bodily Injury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 $ 45.80 
Properly Damage $ 100,000 $ 32. 70 
dicol/No-Foult $ 10,000 $ 17.30 
Vehicle 1 $ 500 DEDUCTIBLE! $ 24.10 
Comprehensive 
Deductible 
Vehicle 1 $ 500 DEDUCTIBLE $ 84.30 
Collision 
DedU(tible 
l,l'/,qnq NOT COVERED 
Other $ 49. 
Premium Per Vehlde t 253.60 
Tolui Fees for !his Tnmsadien $ 15.00 Fees Per Vehide $ 15.00 
UNINSURED MOTORIST Each Person Each Occurrence The cliorge for this coverage applies on a per policy basis. 
Bodily Injury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 $ 13.20 
UNDERINSURED MOTORIST Each Person foch Occurrence The charge for this coverage applies on a per policy basis. 
Bodily Injury $ 500,000 $ 500,000 $ 3.60 
Total Pelley Premium $ 270.40 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 








































MESSAGES / RATING INFORMATION 
mu AND Dl:SCRIPIIO!l 
SAFETY GLASS DEDUCTIBLE BUYBACK· COVERAGE P 
END AMENDING PART III - MEDICAL COVERAGE B 
END AMENDING DEFINITION OF UM VEHICLE 
END AMENDING DEFINITIONS, PART l - LIABILITY 
COVERAGE C - l UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR 
LOSS OF USE ENDORSEMENT 
SAFETY GLASS· WAIVER OF DEDUCTIBLE PART IV 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART l · LIABILITY 
SCHEDULE FOR HIGHER UNDERINSURED MOTORISTS LIMITS 
AMENDED BUSINESS USE EXCLUSION 
END ADDING REGULAR AND FREQUENT USE EXCLUSION 
END AMENDING CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT EXCLUSION 
END AMENDING DEFINITION OF INSURED PERSON 
CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT 
HOUSEHOLD PET COVERAGE 
AMENDING DEDUCTIBLE PROVISIONS UNDER PART V 
END AMENDING DEFINITIONS; PART IV - DAMAGE 
SEE IT ALL ONLINE. GO TO FARMERS.COM OR CONTACT YOUR FARMERS AGENT AND 



















PLEASE CONTACT YOUR FARMERS AGENT FOR A FREE FARMERS FRIENDLY REVIEW TO ENSURE 
YOUR FAMILY IS PROPERLY PROTECTED AND THAT YOU ARE RECEIVING ALL OF THE 
DISCOUNTS/CREDITS, COVERAGES AND PACKAGE POLICIES AVAILABLE. 
LIENHOU)£R OR OTHER INTEREST: 
Veh. Veh. 
Veh. Veh. 
POU(YA(i!Vlll Do not pay - l nvoi cc ~cnt geparately 
Previous flalimt:e 
$ 270.40 P:remium 
$ 15.00 J:lees 
N/A Total 
JSfi~\f~srmHtf Farmers Insurance Company 
AIIY "fOTAl" BALANCE OR CREDIT 
OF $11. 0 0 ornss WILL BE 
APl'HED TO YOUR NEXT B!ll!IIG. 
BALANCES OVER $11. 00 




insurance for those coverages indicated a 
for ,vhich a for the co\'cragc .is shmvn. 





lf a refund is due under this 
caused 
!,..fotorists 




,md the insured cannot be 
(overage Shown By Premium 
Oilier ,uno, mt showll rellecLs the 
for 01Je or n10re rnisce!Ll!leous 
covcrnges added endm-sement to the 
we may deduct a charge. 
or ·any other loss endorsement to the policy, for Joss 
thereunder is 
:,;jde. 




and the lien holder shown 
f &hall not void the coverage to the 
afforded to the 
or secretion of the di.e ""uwr,n or anyone 
m under a contract with the 
J\ nuy be to the licnholder which we ,vould not have been 
In such event, we arc entitled to all the of the lienbolder to the extent 
whateYer is necessary to secure such the to recoyer the full 
amount its daim. 
\Ve t:cservc the to cancel this at any time as its tenns. In case of cancellation or we will 
the lienholder at the address shown in the Declarations. \i:/e will give the lienholdei: advance notice of not less 
than 10 from the effective date of sm.:h cancellation or his inrerest. notice to the loss 
p2yee is sufficient to effect cancellation. 
'!'he the interest 
shall not exceed 
of the It 
56-5719 lSHDiTION 6-10 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
and 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 











RAV4 4D 4WD 
l.lsage: Usage: Usage: 
No:n·Busi:ness 
ZIP Code: Code: ZIP Code: 
83854 
Date of Birth Driver Ucense No. 
**- 1""·1980 ***********5G 
Usage: 
IIPCode: 
Additional Coverages/Messages: Additional Coverages/Messages: Additional Coverages/Men11ges: Additional Coverages/Mess119es: 
DED. REDUCED TO $100 
FOR GLASS LOSS 
COVERAGE FOR J6279 
IS KS 
COVERAGE FOR J6485 
IS Ull 
New Business/Add Dote: New Business/Add Date: New Business/Add Dute: New Business/Add Date: 
01·27·2012 
./ifrhi~JPe/%~1Wllak1ft.. Farmers Insurance Com an p y Do{Qi(!rC{8!141488~'.Xt 200 
Operators: Citations: 
56-5704 l SHl)11J011 6-09 
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FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY OF IDAHO, POCATELLO, IDAHO 
A STOCK INSURANCE COMPANY, HEREIN CALLED THE COMPANY 
:l:'(amed Insured: 
JENNIFER EASTMAN 
PO BOX 1903 














Your Personal Page is attached. 








Exclusions - \X'hat ,ve d,,,, not Cover ·------· .. ·--··--··--· 5 
Law 
Insurance 
C - Unin:;ured Motorist 
U.:\DERinsured _:1,.fotorist 















Additional Definitions .•.. ----------·-·--,···------.. -···---··--- 8 






PART IV- DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR 
F-





Additional Definitiom; .. , .. --·---· __ .. _, _____ ,, .. ___________ 10 
Suppkmcn tary Payments l 0 
Exclusion::; - \:(i11at we d,1 not Cover ___ , ______ ., ______ .,__ 10 
Limits of · 11 
off ,OSS -------
Apprnisal ----------------····------
1\"o Rene fa tu Bailee·----·--·--··--·---------
Insurance 
PART V - CONDITIONS 
Us 
4. l'ranster of \'our Tnterest _________ _ 
5. Our to Recover 













8. Termination or Reduction of nF('l".Hlf' ·--··---·-- 12 
9. No of Benefits JS 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS-·-·-~------·.......,.....- 15 
.'\NY :\DDJTJON.\L PROVIS10NS ,\bl-'!·'.CrlNG YOllR POLTC'i' ARE :\TT:\CI lltD :\S "!:.NDORSl'.'1'11~\.TS." 
This 1:: a contract between you pulicrholdcr) and us (the 
rr i\JNS CFRTA!N EXCLCSTO~S. 
READ YOUR POLJCY CAREFULLY. 
56-5060 1 sr EDITION {D) 9-86 
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56-50&0 1SHDITION (Di US 
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G-02 
234 
\x/e agree with you, in return for your to insure you suhjcct to the terms of this 
insure you for the coverages ,md the limits of shmvn in the Declarations of this policy. 
msured" sho,vn in the Declarations and spouse if a 
resident of the same household. "us" and "our" rn.ea:n the named in the Declarations ·which 
certain words appear in They are defined as follows: 
u.n.,u .. ~ .... from an accident. 
of your household. 
Pl'ivate Car means a four wheel land motor vehicle of the passenger or station wagon type 
licensed for use upon 
used for business puq,oses. 
It includes ·,my motor home ,vith 110 more than si;. wheels and not 
n1eans 
State means the District of 
to or destruction of Joss of its use. 
or possession of tlw United or any pr<wincc of 
Canada. 
car means a land mutor vehicle lw,~n,:Pr! for lJSe 
with a rated load of not more than or van type. This does not mean a 
whicle other or it does include a 
or if its usage is the same as the car described in the Declarations. 
traJkr means ::i vehicle to be to,ved a ...... ,.,o,h, passenger car and fam1 wagon or farm 
implement while towed a passenger car or car. It does not include a trailer used as an office, 
store, or tniiler. 
Your insured car means: 
1. passenger car or 
it. You must advise us passenger car or car. lf your 
mor<: than 30 days ,1fter the '·"""·"'"• tlw end of that term. 
passenger car or d1e period. 
Provided that: 
a. '{ou notify us within 30 of its acyuisition, wcl 
b. 1\s the date of all passenger and cars you own arc insured with a member 
comFany of the Farmers Insur:mce of 
shall include the '.Vritten car for a continuous of at least 
3. trailer: 
a. That you own, or 
b. Wnile attached to your insured car. 
4. }U1y passenger car, car or trailer not owned by you or a member while being 
temporarily used as a substitute for any other vehicle described in thi;; definition because of its withdra,val from 
normal use due to · loss or destmction. 
In the e,·ent of an ............. "',. 
circumstances of the ...... .,., .. ~ .... , ...... 
56-501,ft l SUllfflOM (D) HS 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
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must the time, and 
persons and \vi:nesses. 
235 
A person any coverage of this must also: 
1. with us and assist us in any matter a claim or suit. 
2. Send us papers rece1Yed to any daim or suit. 
3. Submit to examinations at our expense doctors we select as often as we rnay 1•1"•~'"""' 
4. Authorize us to and other reconJs. 
5. Provide any prrn >fa of loss \Ve 
6. ·within 24 hours and us ·within 30 days if a hit-and-run motorist is involved and an uninsured 
claim is to be filed. 
the vehicle and its from further lo:.;s. \\?c ,vi!I pay 
ci,.:,,c;,,::,c;" incurred in that 
the tbcft of tl,e vehicle to the 
c. Allow us to · and tl,e 
8. Submit to ''""'""'H'"' 
insured person is liable because of 
maintenance or use of a 
\'X'c will defend any claim or suit \1/e may settle ,vhen we consider it 
\\'c ,vill not defend any suit or make additional after we have tl,e limit 
Insured person as used in this means: 
1. You or any member. 
2. person your insured car. 
3. other person or with to for acts or omissions of: 
a. person covered under this ,vhile 
b. '{ou or any member while using any passenger car, 
trailer other than you.I' insured car if not mvned or hired that person or uq,~1u11,,,, 





who uses a vehicle ,vithout 
of a vehicle that 
Act apply. 





Your insured car as used in this 
not owned by or or 
shall also include any other private passenger car, utility car or utility trailer 
for the use of you or a member. But no vehicle sh;11l be 
there is sufficient reason to belie,'e that the use is with of the as yout insured car unless 
owner, and unless it is used you or a 1nember. 
we will pay these as respects an insured person: 
1. All costs we incur m the settlement claim or defense of any suit 
2. Interest after on any amount rhat does not exceed our 
3. a. on any :suit we defend. 
Sb 5060 1.smmoH (Dl HB 
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b. 
c. of bail bonds because of or violation out of use of 
for or furnish ·,my of the above bonds. 
a but not other income, when we ask you to attend a trial or hearing. 
-···,.,., ..•• medical and treatment for others at the of the accident 
this 
6. '--"t"-·'"·"'" incurred at our H.'('UC~t. 
'[ 'his coverage dor::,c not 
1. out the maintenance or use of a vehicle while used to 
to car 
2. 
a. of an insured person, or 
caused an act of an insured person ,;,:here the results are 
insured under nuclear energy 
This exclusion does not 
or workmen's compensa1ion arc required. 
or use of your car you, ilnj' 
or any or of you or any member. 'J 'his exclusion also doe:; not apply to 
any other person who does not have other insurance available to him ,vith limits to at least those of the Tdaho 





not to the maintenance or use of a: 
a. Private 1>assenger ciir. 
b. car that twvn, as a 
c. trailer ,,;rith a vehicle 
rented to, or in the 
9. or nv,nnpvj~r u.aina~c 
with less thm1 four v;heek 





56 so~o m rnmou tDl rn 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
out of the maintenance or use of any vehicle any 
m 5. This exclusion does 
ru1 insured person. 
.. ., .. ,. . .,., person a tesidtnce or g-arage not 
5 
Docket No. 44889 
maintenance or use of any motorized vehicle 
use you or a 
or a family member. 
to yKm. 
vehicle other tha11 
1nc1nber. 
of others you assume in a written contract 
H""·""''~'-·"' or agreed-upon 
or in 





indllded in this limit 
If the 
n1:11ntemu1ee, or use 
does not 
to the 
for is the maximum for 
for loss of consortium or to the 
any person 
with the 
one person in 
shall be 
of the accident treats the loss of consortium as a da1m, 
the limit for ''each occurrence" 
is the maximum combined ~m1ount for sustained by two or more persons in any occurrence. 
3. '!'he 
:my one occurrence. 
4. \\?e ·will 110 more than 
insured person, 
If there is other 
,viii pay 
We will 
under any financial 
J~hi1/tJlerWJR~WI!:inl~s F!llrmers Insurance Company Docket No . .tiaag 
__ ..... ._,.~ to all property in 
any amount 
insunmce or la,v 
m,um:en;am:e or use of your insured car 
law, it will the la,v to the extent of 
to a covered 
b<·ar to the Wtal of 
G-02 





your insured car. 
is entitled to .t:CCO\'Cr because of 
insured car. 
,,, ... ic,x,;u an insured pernon if the person uses a vehicle without 
''-'-""·'"'-"" of the owner. 




tractor, or any 
nx1ds. 
use as a residence or premises. 
3. Uninsured motor vehide means a motor vehicle which is: 
a. 1'.:ot insured bond or at the time of rhe accident. 
to you, a 
sufficient reason to 
off ro;.;.ds while 
b. <:>r of accident \vhich coverage in 
amounts Jess than the limits of 
c. .:\ hit-and-run whose 
(1) ·You or any member. 
A vehicle which you or a member are 
Your insured car. 
cl. lnsurcd a bund or at the time of the accident but the denies 
coverage Of is Of becomes «>e-,-..,,,,n,·" 





does not mean a vehicle: 
unit or agency. 
use of you or any 
any firnmcial 
insurer or st:l r:irnmrer 
or any st.'1.te or ;my 
to punitive. or c...A.t..u,;,,,u., ...... " ..... ~;,;;;:, or the cost 
This covernge does not apply to 
motor carrier law, or 
member for ,vhid, i·1s1ma1et: is not afforded under this 
2. If that of that person makes a 
your insured car when used to carry persons or 
,:r:ithout our ,vritten consent. 
for a This exdusiofl does not 
a vehicle you do not o,;;;n \Vhich is i:;sured for this coverage under another 
shown in the Declarations 
1. "each is the maximum 
loss of consortium or tt> 
56 50~0 1Sl EDITION (DI HS 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
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G-02 
in :my one occurrence. 




of the accident treats; the loss of consortium as a separate claim, 
occurrence" is the maxi1num amount for 
t\vo or more persons in ,my one occurrence. 
3. l;iw of the state of occurrence, we will pay no more than these maximums reg,mlless of the 
iusured persons, or vehicles i1ffolved in the occurrence. 
bonds 
or 
2. The amount of Uninsmed \fotorist we ,vill p,iy under the 
covcrag·c :rvailable to ,my party 
3. if other collectible 
limits. 
4. \\'e will not inrnr:csto:: for a vehicle other than your insured car, unless the owner of that vehicle has no 
to this 
5. If or any other member of the 
all such shall not exceed the 
that the person is entitled to recover "~""".:!"'" from the owner 
or motor or as to the amount of o,.,, .. ,..,.,,.,n under this that or 
the is:me be detenrnned 
,md all other expenses 
cannot be 
cxr.1eni;c of the 
for the witnesses 
are not expenses of arbitration and \Vil! be 
the existence of the that the insured 
and 
Arbitrntion will take 
evidence will 
in the ,vhere the insured person lives. J ,<.1cal court niles and 
of the arbitrator will be to the rerms of this insurance. 
f<o1111al demand for arbitration shaJJ be fi1ed i.n a court of rnn~,.,,,t,,nt jurisdiction. The court 
the may also be made a certified 
as evidence. 
\"i?e will incurred within three from the of accident for medical 
services and funeral expenses because of sustained an i.mmred person. 
insured person or insured persons means: 
1. You stmck for 
2. other person while .. ,,.,-,,n,n your insured car ·while d1e car is used you, a member or 
another person if that person has reason to'believe that the use is with P'-''·"'"'~,u.uu of the owner. 
Docket No. 4§889 240 
Medical means 
se1Tices, and · 
aids. 
Medical services does not include the cost of any of the 
us. 
This coverage does not to any person: 
1. your insured car ·when used to can-y persons for a This exclusion does not 
3. Sustained \vhile 
4. Sustained ,,,hike 
fumished or available for 
5. Sustained \vhile ,,.,,. .. 11,n,,, .. o-
used in the 
than your insured which ts owned 
or any member. 








If there is other automobile rnedical insurance on any to a loss covered this 
only our slrnre. Our share is the that our limit liability bears to the total {)[ all 
subsritute or shall be 
to you us or any other member .... u1u1,,.u 
loss to your insured car 
deductible amount 'will apply 
J~WATPer1~J~~mknf1\ls ~~rmers Insurance Company 
rl wfr 
among all such policies shall not exceed the 
,my accidental means 
to each loss. 
9 
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n~nr?n car caused coms:ion less ,:111y 
to each loss. 
costs incurred because of of your insured 
As used in this 
1. Collision means collision of your immn:d car with another or of your insul'ed car. 
2. Loss means direct accidental loss of or its 
3. Your insured ca1· also include ,my other passenger car, car, or trailer not bv 
or fumished or available for the use of you or a family member. But no vehicle shall be considered as 
your insured car unless there is reason to that use 1s of the owner, and 
unless it is used men::iber. 
settlement for the loss. 
2. \1/e will p?ty up to, but not more for loss of 
if the loss is caused 
a. 
b. 




or theft of the entire insured car; and foss occurs to 
this 
1. To your insured car while used to rnrry persons or property for a This exclusion does not apply to 
not 
console of your insured car 
sound 
s&.5060 m rnmoM iD1 us Jennifer 1::·astman vs f-armers Insurance Company 
cases or other 
Docket No. JJ:~89 
nuclear reaction, radiation or 
or radio receiYing and 







7. Due and confined to wear and tear, mechanical 
But coverage does if the loss results from 
remits from the i-otal theft insul'ed car. 





d. or other decafa or 
in ,vhich your car hm; 
of the 
furniture or 
enclosures or bathroom facilities. 
for loss :;hall not exceed the lowest of: 
1. 'J 'he actual caEh value of tbe stolen or 
3. 
This coverage shall not 
car. 
1. 
to rep,1ir or 01' with other like kind and less 
n1ember. 
aairu,ge:a or stolen \1:/e m,1y, at any time before the loss 
~--,,~ .. .,,~, ,my stolen property to or to the shown in 
\X'c may keep all or the at the agreed or 
or a 
state separately the actual ca~h 
any two appraisers ,vill detc:rmine the amount ·which 
an 
and tl1~ amount of loss. 
bc: subject to the 
or any carrier or other bailee for hire liable for loss to your insured 
.is issued to you by us or any other member cnmr>;m 
all such policies shall 11\Jt 
occurrences, and losse:,; shown in the Declarations 
shipped 
Docket No. l4aas 
msnr~:.no: '\lo other 
or new policy issued 
t)0SS('.SSli0ll at the 
period without the policy will automatically provide the 
,vhen in your state. \Ve """HJ"'"" or replace this to confo1m to 
use at the next TI1e or new will be to you, or mailed to 
address shcrwn in the Declarations at least 30 effective date of tbe new policy 
Policy terms which conflict ,vith laws are to conform to such laws. 
\'(,'c may not be sued unless there ,vith all the tenns of this 
we insure to par is 
\'Ve may not be sued under the 
J rl1e 
of the claimant 
a person we msure. 
4. 
Interest in this may not be without our '\vritten consent if the insured named in the 









us under thil, and also recovers from the amount 
that person in trust for us and reimbursed to us to the extent our 
under the Unjnsured Motorist 
to recover is limited to on:)n,eo 
\Vhich the person insured 
tu any accident or occurrence to ,.vJiich autu 
limit "«""''"'"' of the Farimm, Insurance of ""''"'"'""~·· "'''"~""' 
not exceed the 
7. 
\'i:/e arc not relieved of any 
person. 
under this 
a. nonrenewa1 or reduction of covcrngc: 
because of the bankruptcy or 
of 
of :my insured 
You may cancel tbis us 111 when at a date the cancellation is to be effective. 
J~MRIPer1@"Jrt!WarlllJs Mfrmers Insurance Company Docket No. lJaag G-02 0800~9~010c 
ShO\Vl1 
date of such of renewal 
or 
has been in force less than (iO 
(b) 1',.;or less than 20 to the effective date for all other cases. 
,ve cancel or reduce all or any of any co·1>erage, the notice we send you will describe that 
60 or ,s a \:<'e can cancel 
:if any of the foll< 1wing 




fail to accidents ~tnd moyi11g or losses covered und(·r 
for rhe 36 if for in 
any information necessary for or proper 
terms and conditions of this 
of your or ,my pcn,on who and 
had his or 
operate:\ your insured 
to the oc:i::e of 
of a motor 
out the of a motor vehicle. 
a motor vehicle while · or under the influence of 
the scene of an acddent without it. 
false statements in an 
theft or unlawful a motor vehicle. 
or forfeited bail three or more violations ·within i:he 36 months 
the notice of cancellation or of any ordinance or 
or any (Jf the provisions of the motor Yehide of any state. 
same offonses or 
in a or m 
to the notice or nonrene\vaJ been to the use of 
Docket No. lJaag G·02 
Your insured car is: 
irs "•··~·~·""'"" 
passengers for hire Qf rnno1">P1'"1<:Clhr 
used in the business of flammables or 
m or 
dear evidence of a use other than the 
(4) Part 3 abo·Fe does not limit our to add a deductible not L,,,c.cc"-'Lu,~ 
as a condition to rene\.vaL 
(5) \x;;c will not cancel or nonrenew if: 
You to exclude pcrnon other 
"(ou also to exclude coverage to 
which may arise out of the person. 
of must be mailed or delivered to y0c with the reason 
for c~incellation or nomenewaL If or nonrene,val is for any other \,·e send you the 
reason for such cancellation or nonrenewal with the notice or ,ve send you a statement of your to 
reason. 
A \vritten must be mailed or delivered to us not less than 10 to the effective date of cancellation. 
\"\;,'e will furnish you with a statement the reason or fi.lr the notice of cancellation. 
If we mail or deliver a of nonn:newal to you, we will send you either the reason for nunrenewal or a statement 
of your to the reason for :mch nonrenewaL A written must be 1rn1de not less than l 5 
tu the effective date of nonrenewal. 
\'i/e will mail to you ;it the address shmvn in the 
before the end of the if we 
This 
1. You to when due. 
2. \'\/c show a 
or de!iYer to you, notice of nonrenew:al not less than 30 
not to renew or continue this policy. 
If your 
date of 




offr,r to renew it. Your failure to pay t11e 
offer. 
if you or your do not our 
as we require means that you have declined our 
If other insurance is on 
cease on the effective date of the 
insured car, any similar insurance afforded under this 
msurance. 
for that car will 
c. Other 
If or termination of policies become ;ipplirnhlc 
'1 'he effective date and hour on the notice for cancellation of the entire shall become the end of 
the 
56,so.o 1sr rna:io~ !Di YB Jenn1rer 1:::as1man vs I-armers Insurance Company Docket No. l.1aag 
or cancellation of a portion of ci1e 
the It is an endorsement 
or may result m refund. If so, \Ve will send it to you. Our or 
of a refund is not ,1 condition of cancellation. 
If you the refund will be in accordance ,vith the rnre table and 
If \Ve cancel or reduce coverage, the refund will on a pm rata basis. 
any other coverage of d1is to the loss so 
E benefits. In no event shall a coverage limit be reduced below any amount 
lmv. 
If we ~end you ,m offer to renevv any or all of the coveuges in your ·we will ~end you ,1 Renewal Premium 
1':otice. You may pay tht' premium either in full or in two cyua.l installments. 
If m ,,,;e 'lcvill add when tbe is renewed. 
This 
The 
pay are not 
us. 
a. If ,ve cmcel this 
li. If you caned rhs 
payabk on or before the 
after the renewal date. 
earned ,-i.rhen 
renewal date. The 
or at tl,e end the first policy period, ,ve shall refund all policy fee:.;. 
on the Declaration:; 
because it doe~ not agi.:ec with the 
all policy 
a authori;,;ed 
named on the Deda1·ations 
named on the Declarations ha:; umsed this to be the officers shO\vn belo,v. 
FARl'vffRS TNSURA'-l"Cn Ct.)lv!PAJ\:Y OP IDAHO 
.'vllD-CE\JTURY TNSURA'-JCE 
f. 
so soiJl m rnmott rm HS 
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This coverage to the for which this endorsement is on the Dedarntiorrs 
It is is a.mended as follo\vs: 
Under Part rv -
iS 
1. The amount necessary to 
"'''"""·~· less an 
but is not limited to, 
other sources such as rebuilt 
111,mufacturers. 
'his endorsement is of your Tt 
to all other terms of the 






YOUR CAR • COVERAGE F 
Tt ts othen.v1se 
J627510l 
1 sf Edit1011 
This coverage to the for which this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page 
that if a loss to auto 
F . 
rather than 4v'""'"'~ 
tu Your Car is waived. If the auto 
to 
is 
TI1is endorsement is of your policy. It supersedes and controls anything to the contrary. It is othe1wise 
;-;ubjcct to all other terms of the policy. 
J nnif::n~t4sillU~~ ~~lmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 00 1'of~~!Ol 
BUSINESS USE UCClUSION 
E - Z Reader Ca:r Policy) 
coverage to the for which this endorsement is 
that Exdus1011 6. Under P I L1J\J3ILlTY is 
out of the mvnership, maintenance or use of 
m a business other than the business described in 
any 
to the maintenance or use of a: 
T this exclusion does 
course of his or her 
ts of your 
all other terms of the 






subject to all othe1· terms of the 
to any vehicle: 
or services; or, 
it. 
of vehicles arc rw,-,rn,r<f'rl the use an insured person in 
unless such vehicle is listed in the Declarations. 
Tt the . Tt is othen.vise 
J6489l0l 
AMENDING DEFINITION 
INSURED PERSON UNDER PART I • UAB!UTY 1st Edition 
for this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page. 
items 2 and 3 under "Insured Person does not arc amended 
uses a vehicle sunicient 
Tt to Tt is 
. 93-6492 \SHDITION J.07 
nrnfer Eas man vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
FOR HIGHER 
UNDERINSUIUD MOTORIST UM.ITS 
1st Edition 
This coverage to the for which thi$ endorsement is listed on the Dedarntions page. 
limits are added to U~TIERinsured 
Motorist 
Declarations: 










terms of the 
to the cnmrnry. It is othenvise 
93-6485 ISHD!ilOK 5-07 
ENDORSEMENT 
AMENDING CUSTOMIZING EQUIPMENT EXCLUSION 
YOUR E-Z READER CAR POU(Y 





truck due to increased cost of or of the 
is of your 





enclosures or bathroom facilities. 
decals or 
and controls to the 
nnitlrn~ktIB!W1UW P~fmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
J6435l01 
1 
1 sf Edition 
,vith: 
It is otherv.,ise 
0 36 
251 of1~!0l 
This endorsement is of 
to all other tcrn,s of 
93-6490 lSHOITION 5-07 
This covcrag;c 
ENDORSEMENT ADDING REGULAR AND FREQUENT 
USE EXCLUSION TO PART II 





or use of any vehicle other th,m your insured car 
,vhich is owned or or available 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART I· LIABILITY 
(Your E·Z Reader Car Policy) 





that Your E-Z Reader Car 
T nsurancc on any other that to a loss covered this 
that our limits of bear to the total of an 
you do not own shall be excess over any other collectible insurance. 
insurance other than this policy .is issued to yec us or ;my member of the 
of the total arnount payable among all such policies t-hall not exceed 
with the limits of 
1l1is endorsement is It and to the It is othet,vise 
to ali other terms of 
nnif@&lltifsf&liaifll.flY e1&rmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
V 
for which this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page. 
This endorsement is of your 
tu other terms of the 
9H6B9 1 ST rnrnou 6-0B 
It 
8. does not limit our 
conditio11 to tcnewal." 
controls 
11-n11,nre&•m~111t Amending Part IV - Damage To Your 
............ .,,"ll(overage for Diminished Vm1.1e 
(ctr Policy) 
to or a deductible 
to the . It is othenvise 
J6689l01 
'!"his coverage applies for which this endorsement is listed on rl1e Declarations page. 
Under Part IV - DAMAGE YOUR Additional Used In Part the 
Diminution in value means the acmal or loss in market or resale value which resnl t.s from a 
direct and loss. 
Under Part IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR 
To your insured cai· due to in value". 
This endorsement is It to the It is 
to all terms of 
J nnitir~i\AfUWI/M p1J?mers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEFINITION 




"\vhich this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page. 
3. 
4. 
This endorsement is of your 
to all other terms of the 
94· l 823 l STEDITIOII 9-08 
Your is a 
Farmers~ Billing Plan 
ennifYt~st~n vs Farmers Insurance Company 
the 
or ,vill be included as 
be mailed to you 
Docket No. 44889 
"are 
Insurance" is deleted. 
Reader 
to the . It is othenvise 
Wl823l0! 
to your billing 
OO~Jo~slOl 
Of USE ENDORSEMENT 1st Edition 
This coverage: to the for this endorsement is on the Declarations 
as in the Declarations. The chosen 








93-6279 1sm11100 2.07 
SCHEDULE 
\:('e will pay you per ,vhile your insured car is in the of a for 
from a coUision. The maximum is If your insured car is a total 
of we will pay you $100. 
thiy while your insured car is in the 
lf you:r immred. 
The 
\1/e will pay you per while your insured car is in the of a garage for 
insured car 1s a total loss from a Comsion or Joss. If your 
l"'•·)~(U,>.H•wiX> of we \Vil! pay you 
If loss occurs more than 50 miles from your we will ,ilso your car return 
for the reasonable expense for commercial 
1nax1mun1 
00004lm101 
enrn er as man vs armers nsurance ompany 
insurance this endorsement does not to any comsion or loss 
l:dorc the effective of this as show.n in the Declarations. 
endorsement is to the 
1. to your insured car other than a 
'> If you are 
for this 
1s of your 
to all other terms of the 
93-6279 l ST EDITION 2-07 
Jenni er as man vs armers nsurance ompany 
rrnem11>e:r while 
we shall have 
'{ou shall dv 
JS 
passenger car, car, or 
used as a substitute vehicle. 
to seek recmrery. You shall do 
these 
entire is cancelled. (Not 
to the T t is otheewise 
0 0 0 0 41 Jo279l02 
of378 
It is 
read as follows. 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING DEFINITIONS .. PART I • UABIUTY, 
PART II • UNINSURED MOTORISTS AND PART V · CONDITIONS 
(Your E·Z Reader Car Polky) 
of the Definitions section of Your E-Z Header Car 
11 
1stEdition 
is amended to 
in the or renew.tl 
a loss. 
insurance. In 
state law if a resident of the same 
to the date of 
this 
Tt is that the definition of you I' insured car in the Definitions of Your E-L Reader Car 
:u-nended to read as 




5. J\n additional 
6. trailer: 
a. That you O\Vn, or 
b. If not mvned you, while 
1 t is further that rhe 
vehide and Rental vebide arc 
.in rhe Dedarntions of this 
to your vehide. 
definitions for .HXUl,IL, Additional 
to the Definitions section of Your E-Z Reader 
car that you as a of 
1. 
2. 
or a \Vritten lease of at least six 
vehide ,vill have the same coverage as the vehicle it~~'""'-~.,. 
Substitute vehi.de means a passenger car or car, not ovvned 
used by you as a substitute for ;:iny vehicle described :in the Declarations. 
while the vehicle described in the Declarations is withdra'\vn no:mal use because of breakdown, 
repair, or 
Additional vehide means a private passenger cat· or utility car of which }'CL possession either 
only if you: or a \Vritten lease of at least six continuous months. This definition 
1. and 
""''"""'· or before the end of the 
passenger car, 
or less rented 
94·1824 1SHD1il0H I 09 (Crmtimml Ne:,t Page) 
enrn er as man vs armers nsurance ompany 
or 
whichever is less. 
a gross vehicle 
not to exceed 30 
"'·"'" ""' for regular use 
Part 1 - IJAHTLTTI', of 
and 
'l amounts sbo,vn in the are the 
limits of 
the 
sustained other persons, 
death, grief, sorrow and emotional 
2. "foe limit for each occurrence i.s the maximum we will pay for all daims two or 
more persons for for out of any one accident or occurrence, 
to i:he per person limit. 
3. each accident or occurrence is the m,1ximum we 'Will for all 
4. ,my amount paid or 
of rhe United or ru1y 
5. If vou a member liave two or more automobile insurance with any men,bers of the 
Parmers Insurance of that covcrngc for an accident or occunence, the 
insurance coverage we any or all of those for a 11011-u,vned vehicle un'oived in 
that accident or occurrence sh;ill not exceed the limit of coverage you l1ave on any one of those 
\'\'c will 
vehicle or person ins1ired 
as defined this 
a. 
b. vehicles 
c. in:::nrcd persons; 
d. claims or 
e. or 
as shown in the Declarations 
for any one accident or occurrence 
of the number of: 
f. vehicles involved in the occurrence. 
this policy, for any one 
your insured car 
The lirnirs of lhis policy may not be stacked or combined \vith tl1e liability lir11its 
by any other policy issued to you or a member by any member of the Y.armcrs 
Insurance of 
7. If the limit on tl1e Declarations or rene\val nc:_ice is stated as a 
shown is our maximum limit of for all 
from any one occurrence. '! 'his is tl1e most ,ve will pay 
a. 
b. 
c. in,;ured persons; 
d. claims or 
e. or 
f. vehicles involved in 
\x/e ,vill 
94- I 324 lSHDl1ION I ·09 
sho,vn in the 
accident or occurrence. 
limit to provide the minimum limits 
this Provision ,vill not 
(Continued Nod Page) 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
law for 
our tota.i limit of liability. 
0000~ 3 Wl824I02 
258 of 378 
Limits item 3 
3. w·e will pay no more than the maximum limit::; of tbis coverage, as shown in the of tbis 
for any person or vehicle insured under this Part for ,my one acddent or occurrence regardless 
a. 
b. 
c. insured persons; 
d. claims or c1a.m1;mts 
e. or 
f. vehicles involved in the accident or occurrence. 
this cm·cragc may not stacked or combined ,vitl1 the limits 
member any of tbe Farmers Tnsurance 
Part II - 4 
for eadi 
Part V - item 10 is added and made a 
different vehicles insured under this of 
and thus of less than the minimum amount due not 
as to fewer than all vehicles shown in the 
94-1824 !SHOITIOH 1-09 0 0 0 4 4 WJS24l03 
enrn er as man vs armers nsurance ompany 
00 




1\s used in this 
2. 
ENDORSEMENT AMENDING PART HI · MEDICAL 
Coverage E · Medkal Expense Coverage 
Your El Reader Car Policy 
to the for th1s endorsement · 
is amended as described belO\v: 
i;-; deleted and ,vith the 
cJ1.:uc:, .. ,...,,.. for necessary medical services ,vithin three 




or strnck a motor vehicle or trailer, 
your insured car ,vhile the car is used you, a 
reason to that the use is ,vith pei:1r1J,ss1Dn 
Medical Sel."Vkes means medical ""'"'"~"" ,vhich arc usual and for treaanent of the 
the 
3. 
u .... ,H;c.,,~c, to serve a medical 
the medical and 
a similar rntturc; or 
K.ruuu·s of a :;imilar natur<'-
w serve a 
"'"''""''"·" means which arc usual and for necessary medical services in 
those secviccs arc \'('e will .1.c:,uuJw"~c you for reasonable expenses 
'l 'his coverage does not for to any person: 
1. oc,cuovimi:> your insured car when used to carry persons for a '!'his exclusion 
Ol"CUl'l'1't1H'IU any or ,w,,,.,..,,,,.,~ 
a motorized vehicle other than a passenger car or car. 
94-IB2l JSH1ll11DN 9-08 Wl82l101 
enm er as man vs armers nsurance ompany 
4. or ,vhen struck any vehicle which is O\vned 
or available for the use of you or anv 
5. ,vhile a vehicle other the car ' while rhe vehicle is 
used m the business or of an insured person. 
6. Due to heart other medical or illnesses not 
7. 
civil war, insurrection, 
or any consequence ,my of these. 
9. m ,1ny or contest or or 
in for any such contest. 
l 0. W1wrc medical expenses are or 
of what arc reasonable expenses necess:uy medical services may be submitted to 
medical consulrant Deten:nination as to whether an insured pei·son is legally entitled to 
recover, and m what amount shall be made by be~veen the insured person and us. If no 
·~··,,M'"'"'+ 1s the ,vill be made ,lrbitratiun. 
If an insured person and ,ve dv not agree, that the person is entitled to recover f0r medical services, 
that the rnedic,Ll services are a result of covered or as to the natmc, or cost of the 
::;ervices, either that person or \VC may that the issue be 
In tl1at event, an arbitrator will be selected the 
cannot be reached 30 the will 
ex1Je11se of the and all other of rhe arbitration will be shared 
for the witnesses are not expenses of arbitration and ,vill be the 
The :ubit1\ttor ::;hall determine if the services are as a result a covered 
are reasonable m1d necessary, and the amount of :my as 
m the ,vhere the insured person lives. Local court rnles 
The decision in of the arbitrator will be to the terms of 
this i11s1.1r,,ncc. 
\:(.'e will pay more for medical expenses. 
coverage, as sho,vn in the Declarations 
accident of the number of: 
a. described in the 
b. Yehicles 
c. insured 
fi.meral cxpcn:;cs, than the maximum li.111.its of tl1is 
any one person msured under thrn Part for any one 
In no event shalJ the limit ofliability for funeral expenses exceed $2,000 each person. 
94-1871 JSTEOITION 9-08 
000047 
Wl821102 
enrn er astman vs armers nsurance ompany 
limits of this m,1y not he aggregated, or combined 
\Vith the limits of or coverage any other policy issued to you or a 
us or any other member of the Farmers Insurance Group of Companies. 
The limit::; are not increased additional even. though a ,;cparntc premium for each vehicle 
is shown on the page. 
If there is other automobile medical insurance on any other that to a loss covered by 
this 
all 
our sh·are. Our share is the that our limit of liability bears to the total of 
insur;mce \Ve to any insured person fur a ,mbstitute or non-owned motor vehicle or trniler, 
shall be excess Oi'er any other collectible i:1sur~:.11Cf .. 
If any applicable insurance other d1is is issued to yci:. by us or :my otl1er member compa..ny of the 
f<anners Insurance of the total amount among all such not exceed 
the limits 
\\'.-·11en a person has been paid u ........ ,:,;,-..o us under this policy and also recovers from another, the amount 
recovered from the other \vill be held that person in trust for us and rein1.bursed to us to tbe extent of our 
This condition does nut if state law. 
This endorsement is part of your policy. Tt supersedes and controls anything to the contrm:y. Tt is other\vise 
subject to all other terms of the policy, 
94-1871 l SHDITIOI! 9·08 
0004 
W1821103 
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PROVISIONS 
1st Edition 
or ·any other loss endorse111ent to the 
to the named insured ,U1d 
Interest in the 
to the vehicle described in :;hali be on the 
as inte.resr may appear to the and the lien.holder 
of the vehicle. 
on his behaJf shall not void the 
m or or error in its shall not void coverage to 
the l1enholder. 
The of the vehicle the or 
in his behalf while in a contract with the 
A may be n-:ade to the lienholder which we would not h,tve been 
terms. In :;ucll event, we are entitled to all tl1e · 
lienholder shall do whatever is to secure such rights. No 
lienholder to recover the full amount claim. 
\x/c reserve the · to cancel this its terms. In case or 
we ,viH the lienholder at the shmvn in \"'\"e will the lienholder advance 
notice of not less than from the effective date of such cancellation or as his interest. 
to the loss payee · sufficient to effect cancellation. 
with th{: 
shall not exceed 
'his endorsement is of your it to the T t is other.vise 
to all terms of the 
93-6934 l SHDITION 4-12 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
CUSTOMIZED EQUIPMENT ENDORSEMENT J6 
1st Edition 
coverage to tbe vchiclc(s) for 'which endorsernent is listed on the ,_,~·'-'"'""'V'"' page. 
Under PART IV - DAMAGE YOUR Coverage F - and Coverage G -
is added: 
\'\7e will also pay for repair or up to a total of$1,000 for any 
one loss event. items of customized in the same event are 
considered to be one 
The following definition i:-: added to PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR Additional Definitions 
Used In Part 
Customized means ,lny or equipment, \vhich is pcrmancndy attached to your 
insured car and common to its use, \vhich is not the vehicle's factory available furnishings or CLJUipment. 
This but is not to: 
a. ;iny video, electronic sound or transmitting equipment, and its cornpnncn1 p;ir1s, media ,tnd 
data, but not or lvfP3 player; 
b. :my chrome or finished whether refinished in whole or in of a.nv automobile 
insured under tbis Part \vhere the claim exceeds the cost of dup!ier1ting the vehicle's factory applied 
surface finish; 
c. \Vheels, rims, 
body or exhaust 
the 
i. custom murals, 
::;ide pipe~, hood scoops or spoilers or any exterior ~1.irface, 
or modification thereto, which exceeds the cost of repairing or replacing 
available L,'-{u11,iu.c, 
parts, or modification thereto, which exceeds the cost of 
available equipment; 
furniture or bars; 
enclosures or bathroom 
or other deG1ls or 
Under Additional Definitions Used In This Part Only, 2., loss is deleted wd replaced with: 
2. Loss means direct and accidental loss of or damage to your insured car, including its customized 
This endorsement is part of your policy. Tt super~cdes and controls anything to the contrn.ry. Tt is othenvise 
subject to all other terms of the policy. 
93-6674 ISHDITION 4-08 00 2 J6674101 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 
00 




Under Part n: 
4. 
Under Part TV 
3. 
Household Pet Coverage 
1 sf Edition 
to the for which this on the Declarations page 
To Your the added to Csed u1 Part 
means a domesticated a.nimal owned you for,·~··""'"'~ such as 
bird or a rodent. Household Pet does not include any 
or any ,mimal 
for your insured car and your Household Pets arc 
,vc will pay reasonable amounts to for the 
care, or and all :mch lfousehold Pets because that covered total 
theft loss. Theft of Household Pets ,vill be their actual cash value to a maximum 
per covered total loss for any and 
4. If you have G - Cullision and your Household. Pets are inrnle that mwred car at the time of a 
G - \Ve ,vill for the 
Under Part TV 
all 
based upon its 
per covered loss for any and aH Household Pets. 
is added to f7xdusions: 
12. To Household Pets that arc · or cxposutc to weather or to other 
Under Part rv is added to Limits of 
F and for any one covered for any and all Household Pets 
or killed as a result of that covered los::;. 
This endorsement is of your Tt to the 1 t is othern1ise 
to an other terms of the 
93-6683 lSHDITION 5·08 4 J66S3l0l 
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:\'umber: 19515-03-'78 
Dear Valued 
In addition to the inforrnation you us ,vhcn you for we have considcr;;d the consumer 
rcport(s) indicated bclmr in connection with your inrnrnncc transaction with us., which we obtained from the consumer 
rt>,1r01·-t1,,cr agency or indicated below: 
Current Carrier 
LexisNexis Consurner Center 
P.O. Box 105108 




We are writing to inform you that while you may have received a lower rate on 
your insurance based in whole or in part on your history of prior liabi 
insurance coverage, we were unable to offer you our lowest rate based on 
that information. This decision included consideration of lapses in coverage, 
amount and duration of liability coverage, type of carrier or an 
absence of liability insurance coverage. In this situation, we are 
to send you this "adverse action notice," in accordance with the 
federal Fair Credit Act. 
This action was taken, in whole or in part, on the basis of information 
supplied to us by the consumer agency shown above. 
You have the to obtain a free copy of you loss history report 
from the consumer reporting agency shown above. This request 
must be made no later than 60 days after your receive this notice. 
In addition, if you find any inaccurate or incomplete information 
contained in the report you receive, you have the right to the 
matter with the consumer reporting agency. The consumer reporting 
agency did not make the decision your policy and is unable 
to explain why the decision is made. If you have any questions, 
please contact your agent. 
If you would like more information about how Farmers uses insurance 
scores, please visit our website at www.farrners.com. Select the 
Products link and click either Auto or Home, select the FAQ link and 
click Insurance Risk Indicators. Yau are also welcome ta contact your 
agent. Once again, let us say we appreciate your business. 
00 
Jenni~Sastrhan vs Farmers Insurance Company Docket No. 44889 Page: 1 271 o:A!l3l801 
0000 
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it is that F - 1S 
deductible a covered loss to 
amount to 
'l 'his endorsement 1s of your It to the Tt is 
subject to all other terms 
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Farmer Tnsurance Tdaho 
75 67 315 
K umber: '7 5 19 515 - o 3 - 7 8 
Effective Date: 01-27-2012 
"Kame Tnsured: JENNIFER EASTMAN 





msurance include Uninsured Motorist 
coverage, unless a named ins1 ired has 
of the written at the time it is 
UM to an insured person who is 
n,.,,..-.nrrw of a vehicle that has 110 1'.1Sllf?.llCt:, Or from a 






to an insured person who is entitled to collect 
limits ofliability insurance coverage. 
UIM coverage is offered in different fom1s msurers, and i:1surer,; are not to offer more 
than one of UP\{ coverage. 'l 'here are two forms of UL\.f coverage - "Difference in 
l and ·Your insurance offers in J -imits" 
.. unvr coverage are or 
by any insured, from or on behalf of any 
.. 
or UIM coverage 
exceed what can be recovered from the 
of an underinsured vehicle . 
.......... ., ...... ,"u"" is ao insurance AU auto 
UIM coverage have other terms 
of either coverage. For a more detailed exp111n:u1on 
Idaho of Insurance can also 
or visit the website at 
31-8169 8-09 0000 
that 
the 
AND UNOERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE WAIVER 
I have read the above "'"'n"-'""' of uninsured rnotorist and underinsured motorist coverages, I understand 




the rny msurer I do not want 
be i.nduded under my automobile · or under any rcnevital or replacement 
the identified below: 
Uninsured :'\fotonst 
Underinsured :'\fotorist 
ELECTION AGREEMENT REDUCING UNINSURED/I.INDERINSURED MOTORIST (OVERAGE 
I have read the 
offored the 
of uninsured motorist and underi11sured r:1otorist covemgcs and J have 
these coverages in an amount to my 
to reduce both C(Wcrngcs in corn:;ideration of a reduction of the 
I am my in~urer that I want 
or under any renewal or 
ofnw 
I am reduced Uninsured fv!otorists 
and per occurrence and I choose to 
as have indicated above. 
I and limit:; of 
,.,.,.,.,.,,.,,_,,,, _____ per occurrence. 
than the .'\,1inimum Financial 
Date 
31,8169 8·09 F8169102 
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This 






that :!'vfotorist C-1 is added to Part II of 
all sums an pel'son 1s entitltd to recover as --""'"'~-~ from the owner or 
an UNDER.insured motor vehide Lecause of rhe insured person. 
a. Our under the U:\lDERinsured I'v[otorist 
lr\DFRinsured l\iotorist 
U:\:DERinsured Motorist 
The difference bet<.veen the amount m 
liable for the 
or 
cannot exceed the limits of the 
under the 
to the insured penmn and for any person or 
and the limit of U\lDERinsured l\fotorist 
0 The amount of established but not recovered or with 
liable for the 
\Ve ,vill pay up to the limits of shmvn in the schedule below as shown in the Dedarntiont-. 













c. Th:c limit for i:, the 
occurrence. claim for loss of consortium or 
sustau11::d by any person in any one 
arising fron1 this injury shall be 
included in this limit 
law of the of the accident treats the loss of consortium as a separate 
limits ,vill .furnished. 
d. Subject to the limit for "each person," the limit for "each occurrence" is the maximum combined amount 
for two or more persons in any one occurrence. 
a. Insured person .means: 
your caroryourin,au'Pnm,~m.~r·~riP 
3. that pcrs(m is entitled to recover because of bodily to you, a family 
of your .insured car or your insured motorcyde. 
94-2449 ISHDITION 2-11 (Conti.tmed r\fr!\1 
enrn er as man vs armers nsurance ompany 
no person shall be considered an insmed person if the uses a -vehicle \Vithout 
reason to that use is ,vith of the owner. 
b. Motor vehide means a motor vehicle or a trailer but cloe:,; not mean a vehicle: 
1. 
trnctor or anv or modified for use 
while not on n.:,c.ds. 
3. Located for use as a residence or prcmi;;cs. 
c. Underinsured Motor Vehide - means a motor vehicle ,,:hen: 
2. 
1m1intenance or use is in;;ured bonded for 
is less than the amount of the insured 
docs not include a land motor vehicle: 
insured under the coH:rnge of this 
av,1il;1ble for the of you or ,my 
ow11cd ,my c.11i tor agency· 
,vhich are farrn tractors and other off mad 
'-"-·Lw,-..-s., as an motor vehicle" in your 
insured within the of ;my financial 
,ve ,vill pay shall be reduced 
or to any held liable the 
actual nxovery from the liable 
2. If any other collectible insurance this 
bear to the. total of share is the that our limits 
off public rnads 
at the time of the 
our share. Our 
3. \X'e ,vi1l not i:i;;w;,:nc-: for a vehicle other than your insured c:u- or your insured ,n.n1·,r>r,·,a·-1 .. 
unless the owner of that ,·ehide has no other insurance to this 
lf :my 
the Farmers Insurance 
exceed the limits 
Under Part II of the 
to thi~ endorsement 
the 
'l 'his endorsement is of your 
all other terms of the p< 
94-2449 1SHDIT!ON 2-11 
Jennifer Eastman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
us or ,mr other member cornp,my of 
the total amount all such shall not 
vehicle ,vith the 
that to Exclusion:; and Arbitration remain the same 
noos3 
W2449!02 
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aliout our Cl1Stomcrs and former customers that obtain 
When state law is 
\X7c collect and maintmn infi.irmation about you to 
to H:rvice your account. 
you with the coverage, or service you and 
about you and the 1nembers of your household 
• or other such as social number, assets, 
Tnfornmtion about your transactions with us, our affiliates or such as your coverage, prcmmms 
a_nd r>Cl\CrYlf•n 
support such as motor 
we receive from. you, medical P'-'.,"'"·"'""'"·'u" 
rc~t,rn1u1g your health. 
our customers arc our mo:st valued assets. to us. \Ve restrict access 
persrJrnu mfonnation about ycc to those ycc with our 
customer information to 
.. ,. .. ~"'""'·'"" that comply ·with 
and services. \X'c those individuals 
it and it confidential. 
information about you, as our customer or fumier customer, 
infonmition ,ve collect about you, as described 
or to other financial institutions with which 
law. 
as 
or sponsors the information that can be shared about their employees or 
members by that provide them ,vith products or :,;ervices. If you have a relationship ,,;ith Farmers or one 
affiliates as a result of or an benefit or plan sponsor, we will 
\Ve are to disclose health · to process your transaction with us, for 
coverage, to process claims or to prevent fraud; (2) v.:ith your ,vritten 
law. 
of financial tu 
enables our affiliates to offer you a more 
disclose 
such as insurance 





share ,vith our affiliates consumer such as mfonTiation from credit 
that we. have received from you ,md from such as consumer 
If it is your decision not to ,md to allo,v of your information with om you do not need to 
Form or to us in way. 
Our ,vebsite ;;:ucb as the one located 
,vebsite use. Please pay careful attention to those 
Internet. 
numbers 
be mailed to your attention. Please of your 
uuttrnJc:,.~ on d1e fom1 and mail to the retum 
we receive the form. 
address to which we send 
to 
over the 
information. If there is on a named on that 
receive d1is ,my 
of this n,,:ii;e if you haYe more than one 
those listed below. Please read those 
may a copy of d1is notice. You may receive more than one copy 
,vith Farmers. You also may receive notices from other than 
to determine your \Vith to those affiliates' 
federnl law. If you would like additional infom1ation ,tbout these federnl visit 
Insurance Farmers 
Farmers Insurance Company of 
\V,ishington, Farmers Insurance of Columbus, Inc.; 
foe.; Rcinsunincc Fanncrs Scrriccs Insurance 
1\1utua1 Insurance Underwriters 
llffiliatcs 011 whose bclrnlt this pri,·scy notice is hei11g provicte(L Jr is nol a r.omprchr,nsiw Est of oil :1ffiliatr·s of tbc Fanner, lnsurnncc 
c;.roup ot Ct.•Hlp~n:i.l.~$. 
"-"You obtain n1orc tnfonnmion the· Securities hwcstor Protection um,un«<!', SIPC ll( (2U2)371-830(, 
iniccr1N Por information nbout fIJ\'R . .'I. and Brnk,:r 289-999,1 the· 






an Election to reduce Unin:mred and 
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Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insurance 
Company of Idaho 
INTHE COURT FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY KOOTENAI 
JENNIFER EASTMA..N', 
vs. 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Idaho corporation, 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho ("Defendant"), by 
and through its counsel of record, Gjording Fouser, and hereby submits 
the following Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment. 
As an initial clarification point, it is undisputed that the subject case involves a 
declaratory judgment action on an Idaho insurance to an Idaho resident for 
an accident occurring State of 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Pg. 1 
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Support of Motion for 












motorist coverage that are available for 
coverage explained this 
Statement states "UIM coverage may pay bodily 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Pg. 2 














owner or a 
correct it 
owner, 
to owner or 










not matter if the individual 18 
insufficient does 




must have a legal liability to the 
must be an 
3 
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to the the "offset" coverage does not 
mean policies are or, more 
Statement does not alter the 
terms is the tortfeasor's liability policy Plaintiffs 
Accordingly, terms Plaintiffs underinsured motorist policy in this case, 
her or "difference 
next argues 
When 
based on Disclosure Statement lacks 
irrelevant to the terms of Plaintiff's UIM 
"out state coverage" 
apply to the terms of the underinsured motorist 
context, the "out of state coverage" clearly addresses 
coverage exclusively and is irrelevant to her underinsured motorist coverage. The 
important "out clause includes "because ownership, 
maintenance or use your insured car." 
The purpose this clause, with respect to liability insurance, is to expressly state 
if the involved a he or may in a 
state policy expanded so that the the 







polices of at least $35,000, yet the 
or her policy will provide coverage 
13&iii'If.e6lli:astman vs Farmers Insurance Company 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT Pg. 4 
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this case, argument that she should be entitled to the highest 
policy that was available to her based on Washington law, she fails to consider that 
this clause only applicable to liability coverage, which is not at in this case. 
Moreover, not the subject claim "because 
maintenance or use of insured car." Accordingly, nothing about the "Out of State 
Coverage" clause, found under her liability coverage, extends her underinsured motorist 
policy 
II. 
that should be entitled to $500,000 
Washington R.C.W. 48.22.030(6) should be disregarded as a matter oflaw. 
do not "follow person" the same manner as insurance 
are insurance is in 
part underwritten based on risk calculations by the insurance company in states with 
underinsured motorist coverage benefits, the 
car; safety features of the car; regularly 
logged on the car; etc. example, if a vehicle offered only nominal safety features, the 
risk of injury would be far greater than the insured were driving such vehicle as opposed 
policy and, thereby, trigger an insured's UIM coverage; once UIM coverage is invoked, the 
risks then increase the amount payable under the coverage. Additionally, analysis of 
Plaintiffs Plaintiffs policy is expressly tied to the insured vehicle. 
See of "insured person" "underinsured motor vehicle." 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT Pg. 5 
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Court subject 
policy. Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co., 
provides 
if 
owner the vehicle owner's UIM applies. 
Purdy, 138 Idaho at P.3d at 187. The Purdys challenged this "non-owned" but 
Court 
no coverage 






Ms. was injured in a 
owner had an underinsured motorist policy. 
2008, should on 
the 
to determine whether or not 







this clause was found in paragraph 4, otherwise was 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION JUDGMENT Pg. 6 
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a court can, some 
contract is to be 
Ins. 
1) V. 
court may a contract provision 
coverage a set the 
clause on "public policy" grounds after 
case. at 6 249 
at 
to 
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nuos out not 
notes it is to see an an 
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as it to IS 
to statute. 
use extreme 1n to 
a contract coverage because 
it a set 
statute. sum, 




§ 44 case no 
reasons set 
as a matter 
at case and 
FOR 11 
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DATED this ftaay of October, 2016 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
By·~~M.J~~ 
Trudy nson - Of the Firm 
Julianne S. Hall- Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
I CERTIFY on this/I:/- day of October, 2016, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing was 
B. Crary 
Aaron A. Crary 
on 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO & 
CHUANG, 
9417 Trent Avenue 








Facsimile - 509/924-7771 
Email 
Spokane, "WA 99206 0 Electronic Transmission (File & Serve) 
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Julianne S. Hall, ISB No. 8076 
GJORDING FOUSER, 
Plaza One Twenty One 
121 North Street, Suite 600 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2837 
Telephone: 208.336.9777 
Facsimile: 208.336.9177 
Attorneys for Defendant Farmers Insurance 
Coinpan,y of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F'IHS'I' JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY. an 
Idaho corporation, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Defendant Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho, by and through its 
undersigned counsel of record, Gjording Fouser, PLLC, and hereby submits the following 
Reply in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment. 
As discussed in Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and the Memorandum 
in Support of the Motion, as a matter of law, the Court should grant Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment based on Purdy u. Farmers Ins. Co. Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co., 138 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page 1 
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Idaho 446, 65 P.3d 184, 187 (2003). Purdy has not been overruled and remains 
binding precedent that must be followed. The "Other Insurance" provision at issue in this 
case is unambiguous and enforceable. 
Additionally, as discussed Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for 
Summary Judgment, there is no,Idaho case law specifically providing a public policy which 
would mvalidate the subject "Other Insurance" provision. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
not revisited the subject policy provision since issuing its decision in Purdy. 
Furthermore, the 2008 legislative adiliLion of mandatory "offering' of UIM insurance 
by companies cannot be equated with or construed as Idaho mandating the purchase by 
of UIM insurance. 
CONCLUSION 
foregoing reasons and the reasons set forth in the Defendant's Memorandum 
in Support and Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Farmers Insurance Company of Idaho :respectfully requests the Court grant its motion for 
summary judgment and find that coverage is excluded under the terms of the Policy. 
GJORDING FOUSER, PLLC 
Trudy 1 anson Fouser ....: the 
Julianne 8. Hall - Of the ;Firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Page 2 
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. I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thiei?:£.day of October, 2016, a true and correct copy of 
Robert B. C:rary 
Aaron A. Crary 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO & 
CHUANG, P.S. 
9417 E. Trent Avenue 









Electronic Transmission (File & Serve) 
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B. 
AARON CRARY 17) 
CRARY, CLARK, DOMANICO, 
& CHUANG P.S. 
9417 E. Trent A venue 
Spokane, 'VIA 99206 
Tele: (509) 926-4900 
Fax: (509) 924-7771 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JENNIFER EASTMAN, a single woman, 
v. 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 
an Idaho corporation,, 
Case No. CV 16-4603 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. REPLY 
Recent Idaho Supreme Court case law confirms that the contract language of the 
insurance agreement, and public policy supports granting Plaintiff UIM coverage in this 
case. These recent cases are very favorable to Plaintiffs claim. Farmer's is attempting to 
distinguish the recent controlling case law by relying on arguments from these dissents. 
The dissents not contain any precedential value. The court should disregard these 
arguments, and follow the majority decision in these cases-rulings that grant Plaintiff 
UIM coverage. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 1 
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A. 
Farmers 
is not ofthe 
Part Of The UIM Insurance Policy 
arguments as to why the Disclosure Statement (Disclosure) 
policy. These arguments are not correct. The Disclosure is required 
to be included with the UIM insurance policy. See I.C. § 41-2502 (3); Department of 
Insurance Bulletin No. 08-08. See Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit G. If the 
Disclosure was not part of the policy, as Farmer's argues, the mandatory language of the 
statute requiring its inclusion would be meaningless. The Disclosure explains and 
modifies Plaintiffs UIM policy. 
In addition, the actual disclosure statement is modified as to Jennifer Eastman. 
Exhibit F page 60, Farmers elected under the definition of UIM to include the statement 
that "Your insurance policy offers "Difference in Limits" which is explained as 
follows •••• " 
Farmers affirmatively represented that Ms. Eastman's "UIM coverage limits are 
reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages recovered by any insured, 
from or on behalf of any underinsured owner(s) or operator(s)." Exhibit G at Page 
60. (Emphasis added). The policy and disclosures indicated the limits are reduced and 
not eliminated if there are any other insureds. Famers by representation defined how 
recoveries for underinsured owners and operators are to be considered under the terms of 
her policy. Farmers should be estopped from denying coverage. 
Farmer's also argues that the Disclosure limits UIM coverage to situations 
where there is only "inadequate limits of liability coverage", arguing this 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 2 
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is also 
wrong. The 2008 amendments made UIM and UM part of"liability coverage": 
UNINSURED MOTORIST AND UNDERINSURED MOTORIST 
COVERAGE FOR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE -- EXCEPTIONS. (1) 
Except as otherwise provided in subsection (2) of this section, no owner's 
o.r operator's policy of motor vehicle liability insurance that is subject to 
the requirements of section 49-1212(1) or (2), Idaho Code, shall be 
delivered or issued for delivery in this state with respect to any motor 
vehicle or principally garaged in this state unless coverage is 
provided therein or supplemental thereto, in limits for bodily injury or 
death as set forth in section 49-117, Idaho Code, as amended from time to 
time, under provisions approved by the director of the department of 
insurance, for protection of persons insured thereunder who are 
legally to recover damages from owners or operators of 
uninsured and underinsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, 
sickness or disease, including death, resulting therefrom. 
I.C. 41-2502( l ). "Liability insurance" is defined as including UIM and UM. Thus, 
when the Disclosure identifies that UIM kicks in when there is "inadequate limits 
of liability coverage", by statute, UIM coverage in included in this definition. 
B. There "Clear And Precise Language" Restricting Coverage, UIM 
Coverage Is Available To Plaintiff. 
Based on the Disclosure Statement and the insurance policy language, a 
reasonable insurance buyer would believe she had UIM coverage in this case. As the 
Idaho Supreme Court has recently stated, "[t]he burden is on the insurer to use clear and 
precise language if it wishes to restrict the scope of its coverage." Gearhart v. Mutual of 
Enumclaw Insurance Company, 160 Idaho 666, *457 (2016); citing Weinstein v. 
Prudential Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 149 Idaho 299, 320-21 (2010). Farmer's has not 
restricted UIM coverage. 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 3 
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found that the insurance company failed to 
"clearly and precisely" restrict UIM coverage in its anti-stacking provision. In that case, a 
divorced couple owned separate, identical $300,000 UIM policies on their child who was 
severely injured while riding in a third party vehicle. The child sought to recover 
$300,000 under each policy, for a total of $600,000 in coverage. The insurance company 
argued that the anti-stacking provision precluded the child from stacking the limits. The 
court reviewed the insurance policy language and concluded the anti-staking language 
did not "clearly and precisely" restrict UIM coverage: 
The language employed in the Other Insurance prov1s1on of the two 
Enumclaw policies is confusing to the extent of being an ineffective barrier 
to the coverage afforded by both policies. The provision reads: 
If there is other applicable similar insurance we will pay only 
our share. Our share is the proportion that our limit of liability 
bears to the total of all applicable limits. If this policy and any 
other policy providing similar insurance apply to the accident, 
the maximum limit of liability under all the policies shall be 
the highest applicable limit of liability under any one policy. 
However, insurance we provide with respect to a vehicle you 
do not own shall be excess over any other collectible 
insurance. 
Good luck to the average insurance buyer in deciphering the meaning of 
this provision. 
Gearhart, 160 Idaho at *457. The Plaintiff in Gearhart was able to stack both UIM 
benefits for a total of $600,000 coverage. 
In our case, Farmer's has not "clearly and precisely" restricted Plaintiff's UIM 
coverage. Farmer's points to an "Other Insurance" sentence as somehow limiting UIM 
coverage in this case: 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- Page 4 
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3. We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your insured 
car or your insured motorcycle, unless the owner of that vehicle has 
no other insurance applicable to this part. 
Crary Aff., Exhibit 
means. To a reasonable insurance purchaser, this provision could 
provide a limit to coverage when traveling in a vehicle other than the insured vehicle in a 
variety of circumstances: the driver/owner doesn't have any liability insurance available, 
the driver/owner uninsured, the driver/owner in underinsured, or merely the 
driver/owner inadequate liability or underinsurance coverage. This language does not 
"clearly and precisely" restrict Plaintiff from stacking her own UIM coverage on top of 
UIM coverage from a third party. 
The situation is made worse for the Plaintiff and other insureds when considering 
confusing conflicting portions of Farmer's UIM policy.' For instance, the C-1 
Underinsured Motorist Coverage supplement appears to extend coverage resulting from 
injury to the insured from any underinsured vehicle: 
We will pay all sums which an insured person is legally entitled to recover 
as damages from the owner or operator of an UNDERinsured motor vehicle 
because of bodily injury sustained by the insured person. 
Affidavit of AAC, Exhibit 2, pg. 62. Furthermore, the Disclosure Statement (Disclosure) 
defines UIM as affirmatively providing additional coverage, which is offset by payment 
from other insurance: 
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UIM coverage pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person 
who is legally entitled to collect damages from the owner or operator of a 
vehicle with inadequate limits of liability insurance coverage. 
UIM coverage is offered in different form by different insurers, and 
insurers are not required to offer more than one type of UIM coverage. 
There are two commonly available forms of UIM coverage - "Difference 
in limits" (or "Offset") Coverage and "Excess" Coverage. Your insurance 
policy offers "Difference in Limits" which is briefly explained below: 
• "Difference Limits" (or "Offset") Coverage - The policy's UIM 
coverage limits are reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages 
recovered by any insured, from or on behalf of any underinsured(s) 
owner or operator(s). 
Affidavit of Aaron A. Crary, Exhibit A (emphasis added). As the Disclosure 
states, the UIM is only reduced or "offset" by insurance recovered from other 
underinsured. Nothing in the C-1 supplement or the Disclosure eliminates 
Plaintiffs UIMjust because there is UIM from other sources. 
Echoing the words of Justice Burdick, in regards to these seemingly 
conflicting UIM policy provisions, "[g]ood luck to the average insurance buyer in 
deciphering the meaning th[ese] provision[s]." Gearhart, 160 Idaho at *457. In 
summary, the Disclosure indicates that your UIM coverage will only be "offset" 
by limits paid by other policies for your claims. The C-1 UIM supplement 
indicates UIM is available to any insured when an owner or operator is 
underinsured. This language would lead a reasonable insurance buyer to believe 
she would have UIM coverage while traveling in another vehicle if there was 
insufficient insurance to cover her injuries. Farmer's has not clearly and precisely 
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restricted coverage-in the language indicates the contrary, that there 1s 
coverage. 
C. Public Policy Against Anti-Stacking Applies In This Case. 
UIM Public policy supports fully compensating tort victims. Gearhart, 160 Idaho 
at *458. In Gearhart, Supreme Court applied the policy considerations addressed in 
the Hill case and found that allowing an insured to stack UIM coverage supported public 
policy. 1 Idaho *454. The public policy factual analysis in Gearhart is almost identical 
to the analysis in our case. 
In Gearhart the plaintiff was injured while traveling in a vehicle not owned by his 
parents and made a claim under each parents' separate UIM policy of $300,000 each. The 
insurance company tried to argue that policy reasons supported rejecting the stacking of 
two $300,000 UIM polices: anti-stacking should be upheld to make insurance available to 
other prospective insured. The Court found this argument unpersuasive: 
It is posited that the anti-stacking provisions must be upheld in order 
to make insurance affordable and available to other prospective 
insureds. However, it is not clear that this is particularly accurate 
under the circumstances of this case. Both of Trent's parents bought 
Enumclaw policies that purportedly covered their child for up to $300,000 
in UIM benefits in the event of an accident. If the parents had decided to 
purchase just one policy with a much higher UIM benefit, it is debatable 
that the premium would have been more than twice as much. Indeed, it is 
intuitive that one single policy with a substantially higher limit would have 
likely been less than the cost of two separate policies with lower limits. 
Since the record does not disclose the premium costs that might have been 
involved under either scenario, it is debatable as to whether or not public 
policy would be better served by enforcing the anti-stacking limit 
contended for by Enumclaw under the facts of this case. What we do know 
with some certainty, however, is that reversal of the district court's 
judgment would :result in Trent being substantially 1.m.dercompensated 
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for reasonable insurance buyers would be 
to conclude separate $300,000 
policies by separate purchasers would be available to 
cover injuries exceeding $600,000. We therefore affirm the district court's 
holding, but on the ground that the actual language employed in the 
Enumclaw policies is confusing to the extent that it is ineffective to 
establish a barrier to recovery of Trent's actual damages in the full amount 
of the limit provided in each of the two Enumclaw policies 
Gearhart, 160 Idaho at *458-59 (emphasis added). Premiums were paid for both policies 
and public policy supported stacking both UIM limits to fully compensate the Plaintiff. 
The Gearhart Court reiterated the public policy that supports fully compensating 
tort victims: 
It is difficult to see how the public policy enunciated in Hill is advanced by 
allowing Enumclaw to cause Trent to be undercompensated for his injuries 
by imposing the barrier of the anti-stacking provision under the 
circumstances of this case. It must be recalled that Trent's parents each 
purchased an Enumclaw policy, each paying the required premium in order 
to obtain $300,000 UIM benefits for the protection of their child. As 
noted above, Enumclaw concedes for purposes of this action that Trent's 
damages "exceeded the coverages available under all policies at issue in 
this case." If the barrier sought to be imposed by Enumclaw is allowed 
to be imposed, Trent wm end up getting undercompensated by more 
than half. Thus, either his parents or perhaps the taxpayers will end up 
having bear additional costs for his medical care. 
Id. *45 (emphasis added). 
The analysis in Gearhart, relying on Hill, is spot on to our case. Plaintiff asserts 
damages (in excess of $209,237.60) well above the total recoverable insurance of 
$98,846.00, which includes considerable amounts of income and incurred medical 
expenses. Just like in Gearhart, Farmer's is trying to avoid stacking UIM benefits in this 
case. Gearhart emphasized, Plaintiff paid for UIM coverage of $500,000 under her 
policy. If she is denied the right to recover UIM benefits she paid for she will be 
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undercompensated her The public policy identified in Hill and Gearhart 
supports coverage this case. 
The recent ............. v Supreme Court case law confirms that Plaintiff is entitled to 
matter and summary judgment should be granted finding coverage. UIM coverage in 
DATED thi~ day of October, 2016. 
O&CHUANG 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the2S:_ day of October, 2016, I served a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Ms. Trudy F ouser 
Ms. Julianne S. Hall 
121 N. 9th Street, Suite 600 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax: (208) 336-9177 
Email: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JENNIFER EASTMAN, a single woman, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FARMERS INSURANCE COMPANY, 















Case No: CV 16-4603 
AFFIDAVIT OF AARON 






I, AARON A. CRARY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify in the above-
referenced matter. 
2. I am the attorney for the plaintiff Jennifer Eastman and duly licensed 
to practice law in the State of Idaho. 
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3. this as G are true and correct copies of 
Underinsured Motorist Disclosure Statement and 
Bulletin 08-08. Idaho Code§ 41-2502. 
DATED this___;.~_day of October, 2016. 
0 & CHUANG, P.S. 
BY:_~::::::::::. ___ l-...;;L::......._ __ _ 
AARONA.C 
Attorney for 
,._.,_..,.,,,..,......,_._,, AND SWORN me this 2-!i;' day of October, 2016. 
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SAMPLE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND REJECTION FORM 
IDAHO UNINSURED MOTORIST AND UNDERINSURED MOTORIST 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
Idaho law requires that every auto liability insurance policy include Uninsured Motorist (UM) 
coverage and Underinsured Motorist (UIM) bodily injury coverage, unless a named insured 
has rejected these coverages in writing. If the insured is not provided a copy of the written 
rejection at the time it is made, the insured may receive a copy from the insurer upon request. 
UM coverage may pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person who is legally entitled to 
collect damages from the owner or operator of a vehicle that has no insurance, or from a hit-and-
run vehicle where the owner or operator is unknown. 
UIM coverage may pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person who is legally entitled to 
collect damages from the owner or operator of a vehicle with inadequate limits of liability 
insurance coverage. 
UIM coverage is offered in different forms by different insurers, and insurers are not required to 
offer more than one type of U!M coverage. The two most commonly available forms of UIM 
coverage - "Difference in Limits" (or "Offset") Coverage and "Excess" Coverage - are briefly 
explained as follows: 
"Difference in Limits" (or "Offset") Coverage - The policy's UIM coverage limits are 
reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages recovered by any insured, from or 
on behalf of any underinsured owner(s) or operator(s). 
"Excess" Coverage - The policy's UIM coverage limits are not reduced by the amount 
of damages recovered from any underinsured owner(s) or operator(s). UIM coverage 
limits are available to pay damages when the insured's damages exceed what can be 
recovered from the owner(s) or operator(s) of an underinsured vehicle. 
This general explanation is NOT an insurance agreement. All auto liability insurance 
policies that include UM and/or UIM coverage have other terms and conditions that may 
affect or limit the availability of either coverage. For a more detailed explanation of these 
coverages, refer to your policy. The Idaho Department of Insurance can also provide 
assistance with insurance related questions. Call 800-721-3272 or visit the Department's 
website at www.doi.idaho.gov. 
UNINSURED AND UNDERINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE WAIVER 
have read the above explanation of uninsured motorist and underinsured motorist 
coverages. I understand that I have the right to reject either or both coverages. I also 
understand that by signing the rejection below I am informing my insurer that l do not 
want the rejected coverage(s) to be included under my automobile liability policy, or 
under any renewal or replacement of my policy. I choose to reject the coverage(s) 
identified below: 
POLICY NUMBER: -------
D I hereby reject Uninsured Motorist Bodily Injury Coverage 
D I hereby reject Underinsured Motorist Bodily Injury Coverage 
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C.L. "BUTCH" OITER 
Governor 
700 West State Street, 3rd Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
WILLIAM W. DEAL 
Director 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0043 
Phone {208) 334-4250 Fax 334-4298 
NO. 08-08 
DATE: July 
TO: Insurers offering Motor Vehicle Liability Insurance Policies in Idaho. 
FROM: William W. Deal, Director 
SUBJECT: New Requirements for Underinsured Motorist Coverage for Motor 
Vehicle Liability Policies - Idaho Code § 41-2502 
which makes important to Idaho 
of underinsured uninsured motorist coverage. The purpose 
bulletin is to inform insurers of the new requirements and to set forth wording that 
has been approved by Director as meeting the new law's requirement for a standard 
statement that must be provided to insureds explaining uninsured and underinsured 
motorist coverage. bulletin provides only a limited overview of the requirements of 
the new law. Affected caniers are responsible for meeting all requirements of the new 
law and should review the entire bill, which can be accessed at the following 
internet link: =+...:.c~~~===::.=~=="""-===· 
House Bill 429 amends Idaho Code § -2502 to require that motor vehicle liability 
policies sold or renewed on and after January 1, 2009 include 1mderinsured motorist 
(UIM) bodily injury in addition to uninsured motorist (UM) coverage unless the 
coverage has been expressly rejected in writing by a named insured. A named insured 
has the right to reject either or both UM or UIM coverage. The rejection must be in 
writing or in an electronic form that complies with Idaho's Unifonn Electronic 
Transactions (Chapter 50 of Title 28, Code). Once a coverage rejection is 
obtained, rejection applies to any renewal or replacement policy. UM and UIM 
coverage must and until the insurer receives the 
named insured j S un•,r1t,:,n 
The uninsured motorist and underinsured motorist coverages must be at no less than the 
minimum limits required by Idaho Code § 49-117. The new law does not prohibit an 
insurer from requiring that the UM and UIM coverage limits be equal. 
House Bill that insurers provide a named insured a "standard statement" 
approved by of Department of Insurance "explaining in summary form, 
both uninsured underinsured motorist coverage, and the different forms 
underinsured motorist coverage that available from insurers in Idaho." 
Accompanying this bulletin is the standard statement language that has been approved by 
the Director as meeting requirements of House Bill 429. Any insurer that wishes to 
use a statement contains substantive differences from the standard statement 
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Equal Opportunity Employer 
accompanying 
Insurance 
wording to the 
to use this state. new an PT-r,p,,-.-i-·""'" 
on or after January 
statement prior to 
l, 2009, the named insured must be provided with 
issuance of a new policy . 
., .... .., ........... ,.. statement be provided to an insurer's existing 
renewal on or January 1, 2009. even if an 
ex1stmg previously waived either or both UM UIM coverage, a 
named insured must still be provided standard statement upon the first renewal in 
2009. Once an insured has received the standard statement and a decision 
regarding UM and UIM coverage, no further notices are required. 
must establish a procedure that is in compliance with the new 
in the case where the named insured has already signed a 
and/or example, a elect to have 
-v ... L .. ,L-,.~ a new written statement rejecting coverage, or it would be 
to replace statement portion standard 
with a statement similar to following: "According to 
previously provided us with a written rejection of uninsured 
motorist coverage and these coverages are therefore not 
an existing insured previously provided a written rejection of 
coverage, policy must include UIM coverage until the 
the standard statement and the insurer has received a written 
selling motor vehicle liability policies in the state of Idaho should 
as well as new business and renewal processes to assure they are in 
to Idaho Insm·ance § 41-2502. Insureds who have not 
or UIM coverage must be provided the standard summary 
statement prior to whether to reject coverage, and each insurer must be able to 
demonstrate that the insured was provided the summary statement at the time of or prior 
to being provided the opportunity to reject coverage. For this reason, the Department 
recommends, but does not require, that rejection form be included as a part of the 
standard summary a manner similar to that shown below. 
Persons about compliance the new law or questions filings 
affected by this should contact the Department of Insurance, Rates & Farms 
Section at (208)334-4250. 
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




) Case No. 2016-4603 
) 
v. ) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
) ORDER ON THE PARTIES' CROSS-
FARMER INSURANCE COMPANY, an 
Idaho corporation 




This case is about an insured motorist (Plaintiff) who sustained substantial injury from a 
car accident while riding as a passenger in a van as part of a carpool program. Plaintiff seeks for 
her insurance provider (Defendant) to cover her for her injuries. Specifically, Plaintiff argues 
that the underinsured motorist coverage she maintains with Defendant entitles her to 
compensation minus that which she has already recovered from the insurance provider of the van 
and the other vehicle that collided with the van. Both parties moved for summary judgment. 
The hearing on the parties' cross-motions for summary judgment was held on November l, 
2016. For the reasons set forth below, the Court grants Defendant's motion for summary 
I. FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
A. Plaintiff's insurance. 
Plaintiff: a 35-year-old nurse who lives in Post Falls, Idaho and works in Spokane, 
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insured on an automobile policy issued by Washington, was 
Toyota RAV Stevens ("Steven's Aff.") Ex. A at F AR48. 1 The relevant provisions 
of Part n of Plaintiff's automobile insurance policy read: 
We will pay sums which an insured person is legally entitled to 
recover as damages from the owner or operator of an uninsured motor vehicle 
because of injury sustained by insured person. The bodily injury 
must be caused by accident and arise out of the ownership, maintenance or use of 
the uninsured motor vehicle. 
4. We not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your insured 
car, unless owner of that vehicle has no other insurance applicable to this part. 
Aff. Aaron Crary Supp. Mot. Surnm. J. ("Crary's Aff.") ,i 8, Ex. F at pp. 25 (alterations 
omitted)2. Plaintiff directs the Court's attention to other documents, generally referred to by the 
parties as the disclosure statement and supplemental endorsements. The disclosure statement, in 
pertinent part, reads: 
Idaho requires that every auto liability insurance policy include 
Uninsured Motorist (UM) coverage and Underinsured Motorist (UIM) bodily 
injury coverage, unless a named insured has rejected these coverages in writing .. 
UIM coverage may pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person 
who is legally entitled to collect damages from the owner or operator of a vehicle 
with inadequate limits of liability insurance coverage. 
Your insurance policy offers "'Difference m Limits'" which 1s briefly 
explained below: 
"'Difference in Limits"' (or "'Offset"') Coverage - The policy's UIM 
coverage limits are reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages 
1 Plaintiff's Policy Number is 195150378, which was effective January 27, 2014- July 27, 2014. Answer & 
Demand Jury Trial 2, ,r 6. 
2 Generally, the bold font indicates that the word is defined in the insurance contract and is bolded in the original. 
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recovered by an insured, from or on behalf of any underinsured owner(s) or 
operators( s ). 
This general explanation is NOT an insurance agreement. AH auto 
liability insurance policies that include UM and/or UIM coverage have other 
terms and conditions that may affect or limit the availability of either 
coverage .... 
Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Fat p. 60 (alterations omitted). 
Although the parties have not established how, when, or in what order Plaintiff received 
the documents the parties agree the supplemental endorsements are part of the policy.3 The 
relevant endorsement, identified as ID02 l, Idaho, 1st edition (Coverage C-1 Underinsured 
Motorist Coverage), in pertinent part, reads: 
For an additional premium it is agreed that UNDERinsured Motorist 
Coverage C-1 is added to Part II of your policy. 
We will pay all sums which an insured person is legally entitled to 
recover as damages from the owner or operator of an UNDERinsured motor 
vehicle because of bodily injury sustained by the insured person. 
Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. F at The liability coverage under the endorsement is limited to the 
lessor of: 
1. The difference between the amount paid in damages to the insured person by 
and for any person or organization who may be legally liable for the bodily 
injury, and the limit ofUNDERinsured Motorist Coverage, or 
2. The amount of damages established but not recovered by any agreement, 
settlement, or judgment with or for the person or organization legally Hable for 
the bodily injury. 
Crary's Aff. ,I 8, Ex. F at p. 62. Liability is also limited by, inter alia, paragraph four of the 
"other insurance" portion of the endorsement: "We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other 
than your insured car or your insured motorcycle, unless the owner of that vehicle has no 
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other insurance to part." Crary's ,r 8, F at p. 63. The endorsement 
provides that it is "part [Plaintiffs] policy. It supersedes and controls anything to the 
contrary." Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex.Fat p. 63. 
8, 
often) 
The insurance contract defines nearly every term that appears in bold font. Crary' s Aff. ,r 
Fat p. 20. portions of the insurance contract include definitions that (most 
to that part or section. See Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. F at pp. 20-32. Many of the 
supplemental endorsements also contain definitions that only apply within that endorsement 
provision as well. See Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex.Fat pp. 34-64. Generally, the terms relevant here are 
defined within the policy, as follows: 
Ac:cu1eru: . . . means a sudden event, including continuous or repeated 
exposure to the same conditions, resulting in bodily injury or property damage 
neither expected nor intended by the insured person. 
Bodily injury means bodily injury to or sickness, disease or death of any 
person. 
Damages are the cost of compensating those who suffer bodily injury or 
property damage from an accident. 
Property damage means physical injury to or destruction of tangible 
property, including loss of its use. 
Crary's Aff. ~ 8, Ex. F at p. 20. Moreover, the policy sets forth general exclusions: "This 
coverage shall not apply to bodily injury sustained by a person: ... If the injured person was 
occupying a vehicle you do not own which is insured for this coverage under another policy." 
Crary's Aff. ,I 8, Ex. F at p. 24. The parties agree that the relevant documents were delivered to 
Plaintiff. The parties' substantive contentions rest, primarily, on whether the disclosure 
statement is part of the insurance contract as opposed to a general informational statement. 
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The automobile accident 
Generally, both agree on material facts relating to Plaintiffs injuries.4 On 
March 18, 2014, a 2009 Chevrolet Van was carrying passengers when it was rear-ended by "the 
other driver" on Interstate 90 in Washington state. Pl. 's Compl. ,r 4; Mem. Supp. Def.'s Mot. 
~ 
Summ. J. ("Def. 's Br."), 2. The van was owned by Spokane Transit Authority and insured with 
Washington State Transit Insurance. Pl. 's Compl. ,r,r 5, 6; Def. 's Br. 2. The driver of the other 
vehicle was also insured. PL 's Compl. ,i 6; Def. 's Br. 2; Answer & Demand Jury Trial 
("Answer"), 2, ,r 6. 
As a result of the automobile accident, Plaintiff suffered damages in excess of the 
$98,846 she has recovered thus far. PL's Compl. ,r,r 5-6; Def.'s Br. 2. The van, through 
Washington State Transit Insurance, was covered for $60,000. PL 's Compl. ,r 6; Def.'s Br. 2. 
Due to multiple claimants, Plaintiff received a portion somewhat less than the $60,000 limit -
$48,846. Pl' .s Compl. ,r 's Br. 2. Additionally, Plaintiff recovered the other driver's 
policy limit of $50,000. Pl' .s CompL ,r 6; Def.'s Br. 2. Thus far, Plaintiff has recovered $98,846 
from both the other driver and Washington State Transit Insurance. Pl. 's Compl. 11 5-6; Def. 's 
Br. 2. Plaintiff requested coverage from Defendant but was denied. Pl.'s Compl. ,i,i 5-6; Def. 's 
Br. 2. DefendanCs denial of Plaintiffs request for coverage is the basis for this declaratory 
action. 
H. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
"The court must grant summary judgment if the movant shows that there is no genuine 
dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." 
4 Defendant's Counsel stated that, "[u]nlike some motions for summary judgment, this does not involve a heavy 
factual dispute. This is more of a legal question .... " Mot. Hr'g Nov. 1, 2016 at 3:13 p.m.; compare Pl.'s 
Mem. Support Mot. Summ. J. 2-4 with Def.'s Mem. Support Mot. Summ. J. 2-3 (noting that the parties' 
statements of facts do not genuinely conflict in any material way regarding the Plaintiff and the automobile 
accident). 
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I.R.C.P. 56(a) (2016). Once the movant properly supported the motion for summary 
judgment, non-moving party must come forward with evidence contradicting evidence 
submitted by the movant to establish the existence of a material issue of disputed fact. Zehm v. 
Associated Logging Contractors, Inc., 116 Idaho 349, 350, 775 P.2d 1191, 1192 (1988). If the 
record contains conflicting inferences or reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, 
summary judgment must be denied. Roell v. City of Boise, 130 Idaho 199, 200, 938 P.2d 1237, 
1238 (1997). 
However, not aH evidence in the record will raise genuine issues: "[T]o withstand a 
motion for summary judgment, the [non-moving party's] case must be anchored in something 
more solid than speculation. A mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine 
issue." Edwards v. Conchemco, Inc., 111 Idaho 851,853, 727 P.2d 1279, 1281 (Ct. App. 1986). 
The facts in the record are to be liberally construed in favor of the party opposing the motion. 
G & M Farms v. Funk Irr. Co., 119 Idaho 514,517,808 P.2d 851,854 (1991). Additionally, the 
opposing party cannot rest upon mere allegations or denials; instead, the party's response, by 
way of affidavits or otherwise, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue 
of material fact. Smith v. Meridian Joint Sch. Dist. No. 2, 128 Idaho 714, 719, 918 P.2d 583, 588 
(1996). 
"If a party fails to properly support an assertion of fact or fails to properly address 
another party's assertion of fact as required by Rule 56(c), the court may ... consider the fact 
undisputed for purposes of the motion; .... " I.R.C.P. 56( e ). Rule 56(f) provides that, "[i]f the 
court does not grant all the relief requested by the motion, it may enter an order stating any 
material fact, including an item of damages or other relief, that is not genuinely in dispute and 
treating the fact as established in the case." I.R.C.P. 56(f). Where parties have filed cross-
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motions for on same facts, issues and the 
effectively stipulate is no genuine issue of material fact that would preclude summary 
judgment. lntermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. Louisiana Pac. Corp., 136 Idaho 233, 235, 31 
P.3d 921,923 (2001). 
ANALYSIS 
Plaintiff argues that the Idaho Supreme Court's ruling in Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co. of 
Idaho, 138 Idaho 443, 65 P.3d 184 (2002) is no longer good law in light of recent cases and 
legislative amendments and thus is entitled to coverage here. Specifically, the Plaintiff raises two 
arguments: that the terms of the insurance agreement entitle her to UIM coverage and that Idaho 
public policy prohibits Defendant from denying her coverage notwithstanding interpretation. 
Defendant responds that Purdy is still good law and that the insurance contract unambiguously 
denies Plaintiff coverage. 
A. As a matter of interpretation, Defendant is not liable on the insurance contract. 
A court reviewing a claim based on a contract begins with the language of the contract 
itself. Cristo Viene Pentecostal Church v. Paz, 144 Idaho 304, 308, 160 P.3d 743, 747 (2007) 
(citing Indep. Lead Mines Co. v. Hecla Mining Co., 143 Idaho 22, 26, 137 P.3d 409,413 (2006)). 
ff court finds that the Janguage is unambiguous "then its meaning and legal effect must be 
determined from its words." Id. (citing Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, LLC, 140 Idaho 354, 
36 I, 93 P.3d 685, 692 (2004)). Conversely, the language of the contract is ambiguous if it is 
"reasonably subject to conflicting interpretations." Id. (quoting Lamprecht v. Jordan, LLC, 139 
Idaho I82, 185, 75 P.3d 743, 746 (2003)). Whether an insurance policy is ambiguous is a 
question oflaw. Mut. Of Enumclaw Ins. Co. v. Roberts, 128 Idaho 232, 235, 912 P.2d 119, 122 
(1996). 
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When deciding whether a 
consider the within 
an insurance policy is ambiguous, courts must 
context in which it occurs. North Pac. Ins. Co. v. Mai, 130 
Idaho 251, 253, 939 570, 572 (1997). Undefined terms in the insurance policy must be 
construed in their ordinary meaning. Id. Additionally, "[t]he general rule is that, because 
insurance contracts are adhesion contracts, typically not subject to negotiation between the 
parties, any ambiguity that exists in the contract must be construed strongly against the insurer." 
Arreguin v. Farmers Ins. Co. of Idaho, 145 Idaho 459, 461, 180 P.3d 498, 500 (2008). "A 
provision that seeks to exclude the insurer's coverage must be strictly construed in favor of the 
insured." Id. "The burden is on the insurer to use clear and precise language if it wishes to 
restrict the scope of its coverage." Id. 
In Purdy, the Court affirmed a district court's ruling that certain insurance provisions 
were unambiguous. Purdy, 138 Idaho at 448, 65 P.3d at 189. There, the insured was injured 
while a passenger in someone else's car. Id. at 445, 65 P.3d at 186. The car she was hit in was 
covered under a policy that provided UIM coverage to her as a passenger, and the car she was hit 
with also provided her some coverage. Id. Coupled together, her recovery from both was 
insufficient to cover her injuries so she pursued a claim with her own automobile-insurance 
provider. Id. 
The unambiguous provisions in Purdy include: 
Subject to the Limits of Liability we will pay all sums which an insured 
person is legally entitled to recover as damages from the owner or operator of an 
unde.rinsured motor vehicle because of bodily injury sustained by the insured 
person while occupying your insured car. 
If other than your insured car, underinsured motorist coverage applies 
only if the motor vehicle is a newly acquired or replacement vehicle covered 
under the terms of this policy. 
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Other insurance 
4. We will not provide insurance under this part for a vehicle other than your 
insured car. 
[the endorsement] 
We will pay an sums which an insured person is legally entitled to 
recover as damages from the owner or operator of an UNDERinsured motor 
vehicle because bodily injury sustained by the insured person. 
Other Insurance 
3. If any other collectible insurance applies to a loss covered by this part, we will 
pay only our share. Our share is the proportion that our limits of liability bear to 
the tota1 of aH applicable limits. 
4. We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your insured car or 
your insured motor cycle, unless the owner of that vehicle has no other 
insurance applicable to this part. 
Purdy, 138 Idaho at 446-47, 65 P.3d at 186-87. Regarding this policy, the Court heard several 
arguments as to its clarity. 
First, the Court heard the argument that paragraph four of the endorsement was 
ambiguous because the UIM policy provides bodily injury coverage. The Court dismissed that 
argument because policy "obviously does not refer to property damage coverage for the 
vehicle." Id. at 446, 65 P .3d at 186. Accordingly, the following provisions read together are 
unambiguous: 
We wiH pay all sums which an insured person is legally entitled to recover as 
damages from the owner or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle because 
of bodily injury sustained by the insured person ... [but] we will not provide 
insurance for a vehicle other than your insured car or your insured motor cycle, 
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unless owner has no other insurance applicable to this part. 
Id In fact, according to the those provisions unambiguously mean that "there is no UIM 
coverage if [ an insured] were injured while in a vehicle other than one insured under the policy, 
unless that vehicle was not covered by UIM coverage." Id Although the Court did not interpret 
these provisions by applying ordinary meaning to the provision's undefined terms, it did hold 
them to unambiguously decline coverage to the insured/plaintiff because such an interpretation 
was reasonable and the insured/plaintiff failed to offer a reasonable and opposing interpretation. 
Id. 
Second, the Court heard the argument that paragraph four was redundant in light of the 
policy's exclusions. Id. at 447, 65 P.3d 187. The Court was not persuaded by this argument 
because, "[a]lthough redundancy may be considered when interpreting an ambiguous provision 
in an insurance policy, redundancy does not by itself make a policy provision ambiguous." Id. 
Third, the Court heard the argument that paragraph four was ambiguous because it is 
unclear whether a vehicle other than your insured car refers to the insured's car or a third 
parties' car. Id. There, the Court applied the policy's definition and noted that the 
insured/plaintiff did not assert it was ambiguous in light of such definition. Id. Next, the Court 
disagreed that the no other insurance applicable to this part was ambiguous because it concluded 
that provision unambiguously meant, "no other UIM coverage." Id. 
Finally, the Court heard the argument that the policy was ambiguous-or that it 
unambiguously provided the insured/plaintiff coverage-when paragraphs three and four were 
read together. Id. at 448, 65 P.3d at 188. The Court was not persuaded by this argument either. 
The Court reasoned that in order for coverage to trigger under paragraph three, there must first 
"be other collectible insurance that applies 'to a loss covered by this part."' Id. 
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Here, policy unambiguously provides that Plaintiff is not entitled to recovery. To 
begin, Plaintiff agrees that the other insurance provision in this case is identical to the provision 
in Purdy. Mot. Hr'g Nov. 1, 2016 at 3:23 p.m. Yet, the Plaintiff asserts that the disclosure 
statement distinguishes Purdy because the Court there held that the other insurance provision 
was only unambiguous because the plaintiff there could not identify a reasonable alternative (to 
defendant's) explanation. Plaintiff here believes adding the disclosure statement renders it 
unambiguous. This Court disagrees. 
The portion of the disclosure form Plaintiff relies on provides that "[t]he policy's UIM 
coverage limits are reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages recovered by any 
insured, from or on behalf of any underinsured(s) owner or operator(s)." Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. F 
at p. 60. To the Plaintiff, this provision is included in the parties' agreement and means that 
whenever the insured recovers an amount, Defendant's liability is reduced or off-set by that 
recovery. Mot. Nov. l, 2016 at 3:23 p.m. Meaning, Plaintiff reads the policy as follows: 
We will pay all sums which an insured person is legally entitled to recover as 
damages from the owner or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle because of 
bodily injury sustained by the insured person [but] the policy's UIM coverage 
limits are reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages recovered by any 
insured, from or on behalf of any underinsured( s) owner or operator( s ). 
Mot. Hr'g Nov. l, 2016 at 3:23 p.m. However, the dispositive issue with this argument is that 
the disclosure statement is not part of the insurance contract. The disclosure statement reads, in 
pertinent part, as follows: 
Idaho law requires that every auto liability insurance policy include 
Uninsured Motorist (UM) coverage and Underinsured Motorist (UIM) bodily 
injury coverage, unless a named insured has rejected these coverages in writing. 
If the insured is not provided a copy of the written rejection at the time it is made, 
the insured may receive a copy from the insurer upon request. 
UM coverage may pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person 
who is legaHy entitled to collect damages from the owner or operator of a vehicle 
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that no insurance, or from a hit-and-run vehicle where the owner or operator 
is unknown. 
UIM coverage may pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person 
who is legally entitled to collect damages from the owner or operator of a vehicle 
with inadequate limits of liability insurance coverage. 
UIM coverage is offered in different forms by different insurers, and 
insurers are not required to offer more than one type of UIM coverage. There are 
two commonly available forms of UIM coverage - "Difference in Limits" ( or 
"Offset") Coverage and "Excess" Coverage. Your policy offers "Difference in 
Limits" which is briefly explained below: 
"'Difference in Limits"' (or "'Offset"') Coverage -The policy's UIM coverage 
limits are reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages recovered by an 
insured, from or on behalf of any underinsured owner(s) or operators(s). 
This general explanation is NOT an insurance agreement. auto 
liability insurance policies that include UM and/or UIM coverage have other 
terms and conditions that may affect or limit the availabmty of either 
coverage .... 
Crary's Aff. ,i 8, Fat p. 60. 
Rather than establishing terms between Defendant and Plaintiff, this language reads much 
more like a general explanation, as indicated. The disclosure statement explains what the law 
requires, explains what may be provided to the insured, briefly explains how it may be provided, 
and then unambiguously provides: "This general explanation is NOT an insurance agreement 
All auto liability insurance policies that include . . . UIM coverage have other terms and 
conditions that may affect or limit the availability of either coverage .... " Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. 
F at p. 60. Thus, to find that this disclosure statement was part of the contract would defy the 
plain language of the document. 
Plaintiff attempts to counter this reading by noting that Idaho law requires that insurance 
providers, like Defendant, provide its insured, like Plaintiff, with a disclosure statement. 
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Plaintiff argues that because is required to provide her with a disclosure statement and 
that this disclosure statement includes greater information than the statute requires somehow 
establishes liability or creates ambiguity. The Court is not persuaded. Again, a document that 
sets forth in no uncertain terms it is not part of the agreement cannot, by its very own language, 
establish terms to a contract it is not a part of. The Court finds that the disclosure statement is 
separate from the insurance contract and therefore it cannot be used to interpret it. 5 
Moreover, even if the disclosure statement were part of the insurance contract, its very 
language indicates that other terms and conditions may affect or limit availability of coverage-
including the unambiguous and identical language from Purdy. Here, Plaintiff has failed to 
distinguish the policy language and facts from Purdy and, consequently, this Court is bound to 
interpret the same provision in the same fashion. 
B. This Court is bound by stare decisis and cannot prematurely depart from it here. 
When is controlling precedent on questions of law, such as whether a particular 
insurance contract provision is ambiguous, rule of stare decisis dictates that courts follow it. 
Houghland Farms, Inc. v. Johnson, 119 Idaho 72, 77, 803, P.2d 978, 983 (1990). Courts are 
bound by stare decisis with very limited exceptions- where the law is manifestly wrong, where 
the law has proven over time to be unjust or unwise, or where overruling the law is necessary to 
"vindicate plain, obvious principles of law and remedy continued injustice." Greenough v. Farm 
Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho, 142 Idaho 589, 592, 130 P.3d 1127, 1130 (2006) (citing 
Houghland Farms, Inc., 119 Idaho at 77, 803 P.3d at 983). 
5 Plaintiff does not argue the writing is incorporated by reference. "A signed agreement may incorporate by 
reference to another agreement, which is not signed by the parties, if the tenns to be incorporated are adequately 
identified and readily available for inspect by the parties." Harris, Inc. v. Foxhollow Constr. & Trucking, Inc., 
151 Idaho 761,777,264 P.3d 400,416 (2011) (citing Wattenbarger v. A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., 150 Idaho 
308,320,246 P.3d 961,973 (2010)). 
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Whether a contract is against public policy is a question of law for court to be 
determined from all the facts and circumstances of each case. Stearns v. Williams, 72 Idaho 276, 
283, 240 P.2d 833, 837 (1952). "An agreement voluntarily made between competent persons is 
not lightly to be set aside on the grounds of public policy, or because it has turned out 
unfortunately for one party." Id (citing Crimmins & Peirce Co. v. Kidder Peabody Acceptance 
Corp., 282 Mass. 367, 185 N.E. 383 (1933)). "However, such contracts are subject to the 
limitation that they must not contravene public policy." Id (citing Huey v. Brand, 92 S.W.2d 505 
(Tex. Civ. App. 1936); AM. JUR. §§ 167, 172, pp. 662,670). 
To hold that an agreement violates public policy, a court must find that the agreement has 
a tendency toward such an evil: Meaning, "opposed to the interest of the public, or has a 
tendency to offend public policy." Id; Gunderson v. Golden, 159 Idaho 344, 346, 360 P.3d 353, 
356 (2015) (invalidating parties' stipulation-analyzed like contract provision-to apply divorce 
law where the parties did not marry because Idaho legislature abolished common-law marriage 
in 1996); Worlton v. Davis, 73 Idaho 217, 221-23, 249 P.2d 810, 812-14 (1952) (invalidating a 
contract between employed physician and partnership as violating public policy); Hill v. Am. 
Family Mut. Ins. Co., 150 Idaho 619, 249 P.3d 812 (2011) (3-2 decision) (invalidating an 
exhaustion clause in an insurance agreement). 
Plaintiff directs the Court to Hill, 150 Idaho 619, 249 P.3d 812, Gearhart v. Mut. of 
Enumclaw Ins. Co., 160 Idaho 619, 378 P.3d 454 (2016) (3-2 decision), and to the 2008 
amendments to Idaho Code § 41-2502 in order to assert that a potential trend in Idaho law 
invalidates Purdy 's interpretation of the policy provisions in this case. In Hill, the Court 
invalidated the following exhaustion clause as violative of Idaho public policy: 
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pay compensatory damages for bodily injury which an insured 
person is to recover from the owner or operator of an underinsured 
motor vehicle .... 
We will pay under this coverage only after the limits of liability under any 
bodily liability bonds or policies have been exhausted by payment of judgments 
or settlements. 
Hill, 150 Idaho at 623, 249 P.3d at 816. First, the Court found the language to unambiguously 
create a condition precedent to UIM benefits (insured is only entitled to recover if she settles or 
receives a payment for tortfeasor's policy limits). Id Then, the Court found that the 
unambiguous provision violated public policy. Id. In doing so, the Court acknowledged its 
previous restraint in finding a public policy and noted that such restraint was founded upon a 
lack of Idaho legislation regulating UIM coverage. Id. However, since the 2008 amendment to 
LC. § 41-2502( 1) expressly required insurance companies to offer UIM coverage, the Court was 
satisfied "[t]he Legislature accordingly intends to protect Idaho's citizens from drivers 
carrying policies above the statutorily required policy levels but who have insurance insufficient 
to compensate their tort victims." Id. 
In finding that the exhaustion clauses were void, the Court identified two reasons for the 
2008 legislative amendments: Underinsured motorists pose a threat to public safety and Idahoans 
suffering catastrophic injuries from drivers carrying insufficient coverage could find themselves 
without redress if they have no UIM policy. Id. at 624, 249 P .3d at 817. The Court held that the 
2008 amendment was remedial in nature, and as such, was "to be liberally construed to give 
effect to the of the legislature." Id. at 625, 249 P.3d at 818 (quoting State v. Hobby Horse 
Ranch Tractor & Equip. Co., 129 Idaho 565, 567, 929 P.2d 741, 743 {1996)). However, Justices 
Eismann and Horton were not convinced a public policy invalidating exhaustion clauses flowed 
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from the 2008 , ... u.uu,,.,u,o because, inter alia, the statute permits insureds the right to reject 
either, or both, underinsured and uninsured coverage. Hill, 150 Idaho 632, 249 P.3d at 823 
(Eismann, J., dissenting). 
Gearhart, the Court affirmed the district court's holding that anti-stacking provisions 
within insurance contracts were invalid. 160 Idaho at _, 378 P.3d at 459. The insurance 
provision reads: 
If there is other applicable similar insurance we will pay only our share. 
Our share is the proportion that our limit of liability bears to the total of all 
applicable limits. this policy and any other policy providing similar insurance 
apply to the accident, the maximum limit of liability under an the policies shall 
be the highest applicable limit of liability under any one policy. However, 
insurance we provide with respect to a vehicle you do not own shall be excess 
over any other collectible insurance. 
Id. at_, 378 P.3d at 457. There, the Court reasoned that, "[i]t is difficult to see how the public 
policy enunciated in Hill is advanced by allowing [the insurance provider] to cause [the insured] 
to be undercompensated for his injuries by imposing the barrier of the anti-stacking provision 
under the circumstances of 
holding on the grounds that 
case." Id. However, the Court affirmed the district court's 
policy was confusing and thus could not serve as a barrier to 
recovery. Id. at_, 378 P.3d at 459. Notably, the dissent distinguished Gearhart in two respects: 
Hill dealt only with an exhaustion clause, and, the exhaustion clause functioned as a complete 
barrier to UIM coverage. at_, 378 P.3d at 460 (W. Jones, J., dissenting). 
Certainly, the Idaho Supreme Court has affixed public policy to the 2008 amendments, 
and that public policy is, to some degree, at issue in this case. But what is uncertain, is the limit, 
scope, and breadth of the Supreme Court's established public policy. It is too uncertain to 
comfortably stretch such policy to mandate that an insurer provides coverage for injuries 
occurring in a vehicle not covered in the parties' agreement when the vehicle the Plaintiff was hit 
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with and the vehicle coverage. In Court notes 
there is no mention of Purdy in Gearhart or that provides guidance on the scope of the 
Court's enunciated public policy as it would apply to the instant case. 
As of yet, remains good As between controlling and undoubtedly applicable 
precedent in Purdy and two uncertain and divided holdings in Hill and Gearhart, this Court 
resorts to stare decisis and relies on Purdy. The Court is not convinced that Purdy is manifestly 
wrong or has been proven over time to be unjust or unwise. Neither is the Court convinced that 
the application of 
remedy. However, to 
here is a plain, obvious and continued injustice to principles of law and 
extent there is merit Plaintiff's construction and policy arguments, 
such arguments are proper before this State's appeUate courts. the absence of guidance 
indicating Purdy is no longer good law, this Court is bound by principles of stare decisis to 
follow it. See Houghland Farms, Inc., 119 Idaho at 77, 803 P.3d at 983. Accordingly, Plaintiff's 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment is DENIED and 
Defendant's is GRANTED. Therefore, based upon the foregoing and good caused appearing 
therefore, THE COURT FINDS, as follows: 
1. The disclosure statement is not a part of the parties' insurance contract. 
2. parties' insurance contract is unambiguous. 
3. Specifically, paragraph four of the 'other insurance' provision within the Part II-
endorsement requires that before Defendant is obligated to provide coverage to 
Plaintiff the owner of the vehicle must not have UIM coverage. 
4. The Spokane Transit Authority, as well as the other insurance carrier that the vehicle 
that co!Hded with the van was covered by, provided Plaintiff with UIM coverage and 
therefore Defendant's liability is not triggered. 
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5. in Idaho policy to compensate motorists for their 
m3unes, trend has not established definitively clearly enough 
for this Court to invalidate that paragraph four of the 'other insurance' provision as a 
matter of law. 
SO ORDERED j_ day of December, 2016 
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fault drive1·'s liability coverage and recovery therefrom is additional to any recovery from 
the at-fault motorist, and that not to exceed the damages sustained. 
Similarly, in man 
Insurance terms of the Farmers' UIM Policy does not or change 
these contractual UIM terms. The explanatory information is just that · a description of 
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coverage offered by the subject 
statement separate from 
it. 
decisis 
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case addressing underinsured motorist coverage. 
the subject policy in case. 
Hill v. Am. Family 
uncertainties with respect to 
Idaho Supreme 
granted. 
Reconsideration have already been presented to the Court and the Court has 
on Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration should be denied. 
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liable for her 
delivered to by 
1, 201 issued a Memorandum 
summary granting Defendant's motion and denying 
·-... ~~····(Plaintiffs automobile insurance provider) 
an automobile accident while a passenger in a third 
was 
of the grounds supporting Plaintiff's theory that Defendant was 
a disclosure statement-a paper accompanying the documents 
part the insurance policy contract. The Court 
found that it was not. Now, Plaintiff moves for this Court to reconsider that finding. No oral 
argument has been requested by the pruiies. After careful review of this Court's previous Order, 
the parties' 
motion. 
briefings, and the 
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I. 
The having brought forward no new evidence, the Court recites the facts set forth 
in its previous Decision. 
A. 
a 35-year-old nurse who lives in Post Falls, Idaho and works in Spokane, 
Washington, was the named insured on an automobile policy issued by Defendant for her 2005 
Toyota RAV 4. (Aff. Mark Stevens ("Steven's Aff.") Ex. A at FAR48).1 The relevant provisions 
of Part II of Plaintiffs automobile insurance policy read: 
We pay an sums which an insured person is legaHy entitled to 
recover as damages from the owner or operator of an uninsured motor vehicle 
because of bodily injury sustained by the insured person. The bodily injury 
must be caused by accident and arise out of the ownership, maintenance or use of 
the uninsured motor vehide. 
4. We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other than your insured 
car, unless the owner of that vehicle has no other insurance applicable to this part. 
(Aff. Aaron Crary Supp. Mot. Summ. J. ("Crary's Aff.") ,r 8, Ex. F at pp. 25 ( alterations 
omitted))2. Plaintiff directs the Court's attention to other documents, generally referred to by the 
parties as the disclosure statement and supplemental endorsements. The disclosure statement, in 
pertinent part, reads: 
Idaho law requires that every auto liability insurance policy include 
Uninsu:red Motorist (UM) coverage and Unde:rinsured Motorist (UIM) bodily 
injury coverage, unless a named insured has r~jected these coverages in writing .. 
1 Plaintiff's Policy Number is !95150378, which was effective January 27, 2014- July 27, 2014. (Answer & 
Demand Jury Trial 2, ,i 6). 
2 Generally, the bold font indicates that the word is defined in the insurance contract and is bolded in the original. 
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coverage may pay damages for bodily injury to an insured person 
who is legally to coHect damages from the owner or operator of a vehicle 
with inadequate limits of liability insurance coverage. 
Your 
explained below: 
policy offers '"Difference m Limits"' which 1s briefly 
"'Difference in Limits"' (or '"Offset"') Coverage - The policy's UIM 
coverage limits are reduced or eliminated by the amount of any damages 
recovered by an insured, from or on behalf of any underinsured owner(s) or 
operators( s ). 
is an insurance agreement. auto 
liability policies that include UM and/or UIM coverage have other 
terms and conditions that may affect or limit the availability of either 
(Crary's Aff. 1 8, Ex. F at p. 60 (alterations omitted)). 
Although the parties have not established how, when, or in what order Plaintiff received 
the documents parties agree the supplemental endorsements are part of the policy.3 The 
relevant endorsement, identified as ID02 l, Idaho, 1st edition (Coverage C-1 Underinsured 
Motorist Coverage), pertinent part, reads: 
For an additional premium it is agreed that UNDERinsured Motorist 
Coverage C-1 is added to Part II of your policy. 
We will pay all sums which an insured person is legally entitled to 
recover as damages from the owner or operator of an UNDERinsured motor 
vehicle because of bodily injury sustained by the insured person. 
(Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. Fat p. 62). The liability coverage under the endorsement is limited to the 
lessor of: 
3 ~'!lJZQrst Steven's Aff. 2, ,i 2, Ex. A with Crary's Aff. 2, ,i 8, Ex. F. 
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,..,., ... ,,,.,,,..., the amount paid in damages to the insured person by 
nµr...,nn or may legally liable for the bodily 
ofUNDERinsured Motorist Coverage, or 
2. The amount of damages established but not recovered by any agreement, 
settlement, or judgment with or for the person or organization legally liable for 
the bodily injury. 
(Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. F at 62). Liability is also limited by, inter alia, paragraph four the 
"other insurance" portion of the endorsement: "We will not provide insurance for a vehicle other 
than your insured car or your insured motorcycle, unless the owner of that vehicle has no 
other insurance applicable to part." (Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. F at p. 63). The endorsement 
provides that it is "part of [Plaintiffs] policy. It supersedes and controls anything to the 
contrary." (Crary's Aff. CU 8, Ex.Fat p. 63). 
The insurance contract defines nearly every term that appears in bo]d font. (Crary's Aff. ,i 
8, Ex.Fat p. 20). Additionally, portions of the insurance contract include definitions that (most 
often) apply only to that part or section. (See Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex.Fat pp. 20-32). Many of the 
supplemental endorsements also contain definitions that only apply within that endorsement 
provision as well. (See Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex. F at pp. 34-64). Generally, the terms relevant here 
are defined within the policy, as follows: 
Accident ... means a sudden event, including continuous or repeated 
exposure to the same conditions, resulting in bodily in.jury or property damage 
neither expected nor intended by the insured person. 
Bodily injury means bodily injury to or sickness, disease or death of any 
person. 
Damages are the cost of compensating those who suffer bodily injury or 
property damage from an accident. 
Property damage means physical injury to or destruction of tangible 
property, including loss of its use. 
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(Crary's 4l 8, F at p. 20). the policy sets forth general 
coverage shall not apply bodily injury sustained by a person: ... If the injured person was 
occupying a vehicle you do not own which is insured for this coverage under another policy." 
(Crary's 
Plaintiff. 
,r 8, Ex.Fat p. 24). The parties agree that the relevant documents were delivered to 
parties' substantive contentions rest, primarily, on whether the disclosure 
statement is part of the insurance contract as opposed to a general informational statement. 
Generally, both parties agree on the material facts relating to Plaintifrs injuries.4 On 
March 18, 2014, a 2009 Chevrolet Van was carrying passengers when it was rear-ended by "the 
other driver" on Interstate 90 in Washington state. (Pl.'s Compl. ,r Mem. Supp. Def.'s Mot. 
Summ. J. ("Def.'s "), 2). The van was owned by Spokane Transit Authority and insured with 
Washington Transit (Pl.' s Com pl. 4l4l 5, 6; Def. 's Br. 2). The driver of the other 
vehicle was also insured. (Pl.'s CompL ,r 6; Def.'s Br. 2; Answer 2, ,r 6). 
As a result of the automobile accident, Plaintiff suffered damages in excess of the 
$98,846 she has recovered far. (Pl. 's Compl. ,r,r 5-6; Def. 's Br. 2). The van, through 
Washington State Transit Insurance, was covered for $60,000. (Pl. 's Compl. ,r 6; Def. 's Br. 2). 
Due to multiple claimants, Plaintiff received a portion somewhat less than the $60,000 limit -
$48,846. (Pl' .s Comp!. ,r 6; Def.'s Br. 2). Additionally, Plaintiff recovered the other driver's 
policy limit $50,000. (Pl' .s Compl. ,r Def. 's Br. 2). Thus far, Plaintiff has recovered 
$98,846 from both the other driver and Washington State Transit Insurance. (PL 's Comp!. ,r,r 5-
4 Defendant's Counsel stated that, "[ u ]nlike some motions for summary judgment, this does not involve a heavy 
factual dispute. This is more of a legal question .... " (Mot. Hr'g Nov. 1, 2016 at 3:13 p.m.; comjl,are Pl.'s 
Mem. Support Mot. Summ. J. 2-4 with Def. 's Mem. Support Mot. Summ. J. 2-3 (noting that the parties' 
statements of facts do not genuinely conflict in any material way regarding the Plaintiff and the automobile 
accident)). 
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6; Def. 's 
5-6; Def.'s 
2). u1,.,c,,,1,.,u coverage from Defendant but was denied. (PL 's Compl. 
2). Defendant's denial of Plaintiff's request for coverage is the basis for this 
declaratory action. On November 1, 2016 the hearing on the parties' cross-motions for summary 
judgment was heard. On December 1, 2016, this Court granted Defendant's motion and denied 
Plaintiff's. The Court found that disclosure statement was not part of the contract. On 
December 14, 2016, Plaintiff moved for this Court to reconsider that finding and its 
corresponding holding. On January 12, Defendant opposed. Oral argument was not requested 
for this motion. 
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Motions to reconsider may be made any time before the entry of final judgment or within 
14 days after final judgment is entered. I.R.C.P. 1 l.2(b). A trial court must apply the same 
standard of review to a motion for reconsideration that it applied in the original motion. 
Fragnella v. Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266, 276, 281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012). There is no requirement 
that the trial court make new findings of fact as part of the motion to reconsider. Id. The party 
that files a motion to reconsider may present new evidence to the court in support of its original 
motion, it is not required to. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 14 P.3d 100 (Ct. App. 
2006). 
The Court must grant summary judgment when the pleadings, depositions, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to 
any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Navo v. 
Bingham Memorial Hosp., 160 Idaho 363, _, 373 P.3d 681, 688 (2016); I.R.C.P. 56(a). In 
making determination, all facts are construed in the light most favorable to non-movmg 
party. Parks v. Safeco Ins. Co. of Illinois, 160 Idaho 556, 561, 376 P.3d 760, 765 (2016). 
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However, a i~~-u"v or only slight doubt as to the facts is insufficient to 
withstand summary judgment; there must be sufficient evidence upon which a jury could 
reasonably return a verdict resisting motion." Harpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437,439, 958 P.2d 
594, 596 998). Where parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment relying on the 
same facts, issues and theories, the parties effectively stipulate that there is no genuine issue of 
material would preclude summary judgment. Intermountain Forest Mgmt., Inc. v. 
Louisiana Pac. Corp., 136 233,235, 31 PJd 921,923 (2001). 
ANALYSIS 
For purposes of this motion, Plaintiff focuses on one aspect of Court's previous 
decision: Plaintiff argues that the disclosure statement is part of the insurance contract. Yet, this 
Court previously noted "even if the disclosure statement were part of the insurance contract, 
its very language indicates that other terms and conditions may affect or limit [the] availability of 
coverage- including the unan1biguous identical language from Purdy [v. Farmers Ins. Co. of 
Idaho, 138 Idaho 443, 65 P.3d 184 (2003)]." (Dec. 1, 2016 Order at p. 13). Plaintiff responds 
that if Purdy applies and the disclosure statement is part of the contract then the coverage 
provided by the disclosure statement would be illusory. (PL's. Mot. Reconsider 4-5). Thus, the 
issue before the Court whether the disclosure statement is part of the insurance contract, and if 
so whether Plaintiff's coverage is illusory. 
A. The Disclosure Statement is not Part of the Contract. 
Previously, this Court found that the disclosure statement was not part of the contract. 
(Dec. I, 2016 Order, at pp. 12-13). Plaintiff moves for the Court to reconsider that finding for 
two reasons: the language of an affidavit and an incorporation-by-reference argument. 
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1. Claim Representative's General Averment Does Not Affect the Court's 
believes 
Plaintiff contends that Mark Stevens' affidavit contains a statement that shows he 
disclosure statement is part of the contract, and because of that belief Defendant 
is bound by it (PL 's Mot. Reconsider 1-2). Mark Stevens is a Special Claims Representative for 
Defendant and was the primary claims representative for Plaintiff. (Stevens' Aff. ,r 1). Paragraph 
Farmers policy insurance issued to Jennifer Eastman." (Stevens' Aff. ,r 2 (emphasis in 
original)). Plaintiff argues that, "by Defendant's own admission the disclosure statement is part 
of the policy." (PL's Mot. Reconsider 2). 
However, Defendant does not dispute that the disclosure statement accompanied the 
documents within the envelope issued to Plaintiff. Instead, Defendant responds that the "purpose 
of the Disclosure Statement was to include the Department of Insurance's Bulletin explaining the 
types of underinsured motorist coverage to consumers and to identify the type of underinsured 
motorist coverage Farmers policy offered - a different limits policy." (Def. 's Opp'n 5). In 
addition, if everything attached within exhibit A was part of the contract then so too is the 
envelope, pages intentionally left blank, accident information form, and every other document 
copied therein. More importantly, disclosure reads: "This general explanation is NOT an 
insurance agreement. auto liability insurance policies that include ... UIM coverage have 
other terms and conditions that may affect or limit the availability of either coverage ... For a 
more detailed explanation of these coverages, refer to your policy." (Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Ex.Fat p. 
60). The disclosure indicates the actual insurance policy affects or limits the availability of 
either coverage. (Id). Put another way, the statement "merely provides an explanation for the 
two types of underinsured motorist coverage that are available under Idaho law ... " purchasable 
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from directs the terms of the contract governing which they 
did purchase. (Defs 
2. 
· Crary's Aff. ,r 8, Fat p. 60). 
Not an Agreement but a General Statement; Thus, 
to Incorporate. 
Second, Plaintiff argues that the disclosure statement was incorporated into the insurance 
contract by reference. "[T]erms of another agreement not signed by the parties can be 
available for inspection by the parties." Wattenbarger v. A. G. Edwards & Sons, Inc., 150 Idaho 
308,320,246 P.3d 961, 973 (2010) (citing Loomis v. Cudahy, 104 Idaho 106, 118-119. 656 P.2d 
1359, 137] (1982)). Wattenbarger, the Court held a document was incorporated by 
reference where one party signed an agreement that included a provision that read: "I hereby 
adopt the [other agreement]; provided, that the [other agreement] shall be in force if and only if 
[this agreement] is accepted below." 150 Idaho 313, 246 P.3d at 966. 
Here, Plaintiff argues that the disclosure statement is referenced in the terms of the signed 
agreement because it was included in the same package of papers delivered to her by Defendant. 
(Pl. 's Mot. Reconsider 2). Court disagrees. Unlike in Wattenbarger where one party 
signed a document acknowledging the existence of, and intent to be bound by, the other; here, 
Plaintiff has identified no provision in the signed document acknowledging the existence of, or 
intent to be bound by, the disclosure statement. An additional document accompanying a 
contract when both are delivered together is not, in it of itself, a mechanism for incorporating the 
additional document into the signed agreement. Accordingly, the general statement does not 
contain terms to incorporate and therefore it is not part of the parties' insurance contract. 
Next, Plaintiff renews her argument that the 2008 Amendment to LC. § 41-2502(3) 
invalidates the other insurance provision of the parties' contract because the disclosure statement 
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by the director of 
coverage that argues is incompatible the other insurance provision contract at 
statement, "explaining in summary form," the "different forms of underinsured motorist 
coverage that might be available from insurers in Idaho." See I.C. § 41-2502(3). Then, 
Defendant highlighted the disclosure statement by providing that it "is NOT an insurance 
agreement," that such policies "have other terms and conditions that may affect or limit" 
coverage, and that the insured should "refer to [her] policy," for a more detailed explanation. 
(Crary's Aff. ,I 8, Ex.Fat 60) (bold omitted)). Thus, Defendant complied with the Code and 
then directed Plaintiff to her policy for additional terms and conditions. The additional terms and 
conditions hold that Plaintiff cannot recover from Defendant unless the owner or operator of the 
other vehicles did not have underinsured motorist coverage. 
Plaintiff is not contending that the "difference in limits" is included in her policy. 
Plaintiff contends that because it is in the disclosure statement it is therefore in the policy. The 
plain language of the disclosure statement form not only indicates it is not part of the policy but 
the portion Plaintiff relies on states that, "Your insurance policy offers 'Difference in Limits."' 
(Crary's Aff. ,i 8, Ex.Fat p. 60 (emphasis added)). Simply stating that Defendant offers a policy 
provision is insufficient to bind Defendant in contract. 
Similarly, Plaintiff's reliance on Martinez v. Idaho Ctys. Reciprocal Mgmt. Pr1)arnm 134 
Idaho 24 7, 999 P .2d 902 (2000) is misplaced. There, the Court held that by the use of definitions 
and exclusions the policy created illusory uninsured motorist coverage. Martinez, 134 Idaho at 
251,999 P.2d at 906. Here, the illusory argument is only at play if the disclosure statement-not 
definitions and exclusions within the undisputed portions of the policy-is included in the parties' 
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Court now its finding that the disclosure statement is 
not 
For reasons set above, motion for summary judgment is DENIED. 
;;t 
SO ORDERED thisf/ day of January, 2017. 
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